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INTRODUCTION

A review of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank”) and the multitude of Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) and Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) rule-making projects suggests that the United States has entered into a “race to the top” of over-the-counter (“OTC”) derivative regulation. Pressing forward, Congress and the CFTC appear to be at least a year ahead of enacting OTC derivative reforms in contrast with other foreign competing jurisdictions. In addition, many of the statutes and rules adopted by the United States go well beyond the relatively modest commitments that competing jurisdictions have agreed to meet with respect to reforming their own OTC derivative markets. The US race to regulate OTC derivatives creates a legal environment ripe for regulatory arbitrage and the isolation of US OTC derivative markets, leaving the United States still vulnerable to systemic trading losses suffered in less or non-regulated jurisdictions.

US policymakers and regulators believe that losses stemming from unregulated OTC derivative trading could result in systemically significant financial failures in the United States, potentially triggering the next financial crisis. To prevent these systemic failures, the CFTC is aggressively promulgating rules and regulations to implement the Dodd-Frank OTC derivative reforms that will minimize the risk of future losses. The United States is determined not only to regulate the swap trading activity between US persons, but also the global swap trading activity of non-US persons who trade with US persons.1

Given the probable costs and burdens of the US regulatory approach, it is likely that both non-US persons and US persons will try to trade OTC derivatives in less-regulated jurisdictions. Failure to control this regulatory arbitrage may result in trading, that was previously being done in the US, moving to darker corners of the already opaque global OTC derivatives market. To control
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regulatory arbitrage, Dodd-Frank has endowed the CFTC and SEC with unprecedented extraterritorial jurisdiction to regulate the swap trading activities outside of the United States of non-US persons.²

A related concern of regulatory arbitrage, however, is the effect that it will have on the preeminence of the United States as one of the world’s most important and innovative OTC derivative markets. The United States, and the CFTC in particular, appear to feel ambivalent about this result; instead transfixed on eliminating any possibility that OTC derivative losses could contribute to systemic financial risks in the United States.³

The CFTC’s response to challenges that US derivative reforms (not in harmony with other jurisdictions) will make US firms and markets uncompetitive is threefold. First, the CFTC appears to believe that the resulting price transparency and increased safety of United States markets from Dodd-Frank reforms will make US markets even more attractive to non-US persons. Second, it appears that US regulators and policymakers believe that the size, importance, and profitability of US derivative markets will be more attractive to non-US swap dealers the regulatory costs being imposed by Dodd-Frank on both US and non-US participants. A lowly third on the totem pole appears to be compromising US rules to match those of less-regulated jurisdictions.⁴

Because of regulatory arbitrage, however, Dodd-Frank may instead turn the traditionally robust and innovative US OTC derivative market into an island, where the only participants are those that have no other options as to where and with whom they can trade. Even small regulatory differences between the United States and competing jurisdictions may be enough to move OTC derivative trading offshore. Instead of US dealers, exchanges, and clearinghouses leading the industry, the US market may become a safe, although smaller, backwater harbor. But such safety may be illusory if swap activity moves to unregulated markets that may, in the long run, have a systemic effect on the United States if such trading results in outsized losses.

The simplified analysis of the US approach to derivative reform is that the United States can protect itself from the potential systemic effects of losses from OTC derivative transactions through two ways. First, the Dodd-Frank reforms subject any OTC derivative transaction to US regulation that is executed with a US person. That would include trades not only between a US person and a US person but also trades between a US person and a non-US person. Under this scenario, the US financial system will not be subject to the risks of a US person entering into systemically dangerous trading since all trades will be subject to Dodd-Frank, regardless of where the swap is executed.⁵

Second, the United States protects itself from the risks of non-US swap activities of non-US persons (who trade with US persons) by exercising extraterritorial jurisdiction. The CFTC will subject the swap activity of a non-US person (that is classified as a swap dealer or major swap participant under Dodd-Frank) to the Dodd-Frank rules or to the rules of a foreign jurisdiction
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that has rules comparable to Dodd-Frank, regardless of where in the world such trades are executed. The only true escape from the extraterritorial reach of the CFTC would be for swap activity to be done between two non-US parties, neither of whom is subject to either Dodd-Frank registration requirements or to comparable rules from another jurisdiction.\(^6\)

A key factor in the potential success of the CFTC’s approach is that the major global swap dealers, often referred to as the G14, control the vast majority of the global OTC derivative market. Each of the G14 also has significant trading operations in the United States. The United States has made it clear that if these dealers want to continue doing business in the United States, they will not only need to comply with Dodd-Frank with respect to their US customers, but they will also need to demonstrate that they are subject to comparable “Dodd-Frank” regulation of their derivative activities outside of the United States with non-US persons (or comply with US rules). The United States is gambling that this extraterritorial approach to regulation will result in Dodd-Frank effectively serving as a global floor of acceptable OTC derivative regulation.\(^7\)

The United States is not alone, however, in trying to reform OTC derivative markets. In 2009, the leaders of the individual G20 countries, which include the United States, agreed to require by 2012 that standardized OTC derivatives be traded on exchanges, cleared through central counterparties, and reported to trade repositories, with non-cleared bilateral trades subject to higher capital requirements and margin requirements as well (the “G20 Commitments”). Although the respective G20 countries have agreed to the commitments, the devil is always in the details. It is inevitable that regulatory differences will emerge between the United States and competing jurisdictions. By enacting rules and regulations that are stricter (or go beyond) those enacted by the other G20 countries, the United States risks pushing non-US persons away from US markets, and motivates US persons to devise ways to avoid US regulation.\(^8\)

Given the uncertainty, complexity, business disruption, and cost of Dodd-Frank, there is concern that dealers and other market participants alike will attempt to structure their trading activities away from United States dealers, exchanges, and clearinghouses and into jurisdictions that are less restrictive and more flexible. Although this movement may initially be to other G20 jurisdictions, there is concern that there may develop OTC derivative markets in non-regulated jurisdictions that allow a party to trade OTC derivatives free (or on more liberal terms) of the rules, standards, and regulations developed in the United States and other G20 countries.\(^9\)

The incentives to avoid US regulation through regulatory arbitrage are on their face compelling. Dodd-Frank regulation and the G20 Commitments effectively require market participants to completely change how they trade, settle, and clear OTC derivatives, demanding large amounts of additional margin, new relationships, documentation, and business practices. Many view the regula-
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tions as burdensome, costly, and excessive. The Dodd-Frank OTC derivative statutory provisions exceed 300 pages and the proposed and final rules and regulations issued by the CFTC already exceed 4,200 pages in the Federal Register.10

The flip side of regulatory arbitrage, and the hope of the CFTC and US policymakers, is that these regulations and reforms will make OTC derivatives markets more transparent, safe, and efficient, and create incentives to trade and clear them in the United States as opposed to fleeing to less-regulated jurisdictions. Chairman Gary Gensler of the CFTC has highlighted the important advantages of transparency in the OTC derivative market. In fact, in spite of the enormous obstacles to clearing OTC derivatives, the volume of cleared OTC derivatives continues to increase even with Dodd-Frank regulations looming in the background. It remains unclear, however, whether these gains will incentivize market participants to continue using United States dealers, exchanges, and clearinghouses as the Dodd-Frank rules and regulations become effective in the United States.11

One regulatory approach that may contribute to the isolation of US markets is the potential unwillingness of the United States to allow a non-US person, (whether a swap dealer or not) to comply with its own comparable regulations (as opposed to Dodd-Frank Rules) when it is transacting swap activity in the United States. Although such non-US person would be allowed to comply with what is referred to as “substituted compliance” (i.e., its own jurisdiction’s regulations) when it is transacting swap activity outside the United States, it could end up being subject to its own jurisdiction’s regulations, as well as Dodd-Frank when it does business in the US. There are already indications that non-US persons may decide that such a situation makes US markets that much more unpalatable.12

The US approach, however, could eventually backfire. Confronted with what many believe to be costly and burdensome US regulations, many participants that do not have operations in the United States may now be reluctant to trade there. Those that do have operations in the United States may still try to trade elsewhere, attempting to exploit even tiny regulatory differences in other regulated jurisdictions or perhaps even shuttering their US activities in order to avoid more complex and costly regulation. It remains to be seen whether the United States and the other G20 countries will be able to completely harmonize their regulatory regimes, eliminating the possibility of regulatory arbitrage. New dealers (not subject to US or G20 jurisdiction) may also spring up to meet the demand of customers that do not want to be subject to US or even lesser G20 regulations.

Effecting the OTC derivative reforms envisioned by the United States and the G20 countries will require great attention and effort to avoid regulatory arbitrage. The reduction of Dodd-Frank and the G20 commitments to regulatory details will be difficult and still remains to be done for many G20 jurisdictions. Particularly contentious issues include margin (i.e., collateral) issues,
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exemptions and safe harbors from mandatory clearing and trading, and business conduct standards. Using these G20 objectives as a baseline, the United States has gone well beyond what many jurisdictions may have understood as the reach of these proposed reforms.\(^\text{13}\)

If the United States persists in insisting on other jurisdictions conforming to US regulation or risk extraterritorial jurisdiction, the United States may find itself on the receiving end of the same medicine. Non-US jurisdictions may decide to impose their own extraterritorial jurisdiction on US swap dealers. Swap dealers such as Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan Chase may find themselves not only complying with Dodd-Frank in the United States, but also subject to inconsistent and perhaps contradictory G20 regulation imposed because of the US swap dealer’s activities with non-US persons in a G20 jurisdiction.

Part I will discuss the rise of the global OTC derivative markets and the fears of regulators and policymakers that systemic risks to the US financial markets will stem from losses suffered from OTC derivatives. Part I continues to describe US and the G20’s reform efforts to tame global OTC derivative markets.

Part II will focus on the nature and causes of regulatory arbitrage. In particular, Part II will discuss the unique characteristics and peculiarities of OTC derivative trades and markets that may trigger an exodus of trading and participants from US markets into less-regulated environments. It will also discuss examples of regulatory arbitrage in the OTC derivative markets and whether the resulting price transparency and safety of US derivative markets offset the high regulatory costs that motivate regulatory arbitrage.

Part III will discuss the CFTC’s and other jurisdictions’ efforts to deal with regulatory arbitrage through extraterritorial regulation, assessing whether these very efforts may affect the vitality and viability of US markets for trading OTC derivatives. If US regulation proves to be overly aggressive and possibly enacted earlier than that of other jurisdictions, the consequences could be severe. First, such regulation could discourage the use of the US OTC derivative markets if such regulation proves to be too costly or burdensome. The paradox of stricter regulation is that it could drive trading out of US markets into darker corners of the derivative markets where latent systemic risks to the US and global financial system could ferment. Second, extraterritorial application of Dodd-Frank could generate substantial legal uncertainty and confusion as parties attempt to cope with determining which jurisdiction’s rules govern certain transactions. Finally, the effort to avoid US regulation could end up fragmenting global derivative markets and increasing trading and hedging costs for all participants.

Lastly, Part IV provides recommendations and ideas that the United States should consider to avoid the possible loss of OTC trading activity in US markets. Part IV will offer a way to analyze the trade-offs between increased regulation and regulatory arbitrage. It will also discuss how the United States should consider compromising its level of regulation with that of other jurisdictions, such as the other G20 countries. Finally, the paper will offer specific
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technical suggestions to the CFTC’s final interpretive guidance that may help minimize regulatory arbitrage issues.

I. Drive to Regulate OTC Derivatives

To understand the current drive to create a uniform global regulatory structure of the regulation of OTC derivatives, it is important to understand the size and global nature of OTC derivatives. As regulators were confronted with the financial carnage from the Great Financial Crisis, policy makers and regulators feared that future systemic losses suffered in OTC derivative markets could ignite the next financial panic.

A. Understanding OTC Derivatives

Although OTC derivatives have been characterized as weapons of mass destruction by the great Omaha financial sage Warren Buffet, derivatives have always played an important role in commerce. They can provide a critical means for parties to hedge business risks and to speculate with respect to the future movement of prices and indexes. Historically, the most common types of derivatives were options and forward transactions. The derivatives market vastly expanded as parties used organized exchanges to trade futures and options on futures. Since the early 1980s, the OTC derivatives market has provided parties with endless possibilities of hedging and speculating using OTC derivative transactions.

The general term “derivative” encompasses a wide variety of financial instruments. The classic definition of a derivative is “a financial contract whose value depends on the values of one or more underlying assets or indexes of asset values.” Derivatives can be divided into several categories. The most common and simplest division is between derivatives that are traded over organized exchanges (“exchange-traded derivatives”) and those that are traded in the OTC market. Both of these markets are measured in the trillions of dollars and continue to grow in size and importance.

The exchange-traded derivatives industry is a mature and active financial market. The Bank for International Settlements (the “BIS”) estimated that there were over 86.9 million open futures contracts as of June 2013, of which 27.6 million were entered into in North America. The outstanding notional amount

of those trades is estimated by the BIS at $25.188 trillion as of June 2013. The BIS further estimated that there were 144 million option contracts open, 45.6 million of which were entered into in North America.

In the United States, futures and options on futures (and the accompanying exchanges and clearinghouses) are regulated by the CFTC. Currently there are eighteen exchanges (referred to as “Designated Contract Markets” by the CFTC) operating in the United States. Further, there are thirteen clearing-houses (referred to as “Derivatives Clearing Organizations” by the CFTC) in the United States that clear futures and options trades.

Proponents of the proposed OTC derivative reforms believe that the reductions in credit risk, increased transparency, and price discovery in the exchange-traded market can be exported wholesale into the OTC derivative markets. Clearinghouses act as the intermediary between the buyer and seller. A clearinghouse greatly increases the usefulness of futures and options on futures by permitting parties to enter into trades without having to worry about the creditworthiness of their counterparty. Of course, the party is still subject to the credit risk that the clearinghouse may not perform. While there is an actual buyer and seller for each contract sold, the clearinghouse acts as an intermediary between the two parties, and actually steps into the shoes of the counterparty to the respective buyer or seller.

Since the early 1980s, the OTC derivative market has developed outside of the exchange/clearinghouse environment. This market is dominated by large commercial banks, investment banks, and similar financial institutions that act as swap dealers for the other participants. Parties in this area trade a wide variety of different OTC derivative products. The growth and development of the
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25 Comptroller of the Currency, OCC’s Quarterly Report on Bank Trading and Derivatives Activities First Quarter 2012 1 (2012), available at http://www.occ.gov/news-issuances/news-releases/2012/2012-96a.pdf. In soliciting legal opinions regarding the enforceability of OTC derivative transactions, the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (“ISDA”) has developed the following comprehensive list (with definitions) of the various OTC derivative transactions that opining counsel is required to address. This list is generally considered to be comprehensive of the types of various transactions in the derivatives markets: basis swap; bond option; bullion option; bullion swap; bullion trade; cap transaction; collar transaction; commodity forward; commodity option; commodity swap;
OTC derivative industry has been aided and fostered by the market’s principal trade group, the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (“ISDA”).

As the “buy side” (customers of the swap dealers) was demanding customized derivative products from dealers to meet hedging requirements and other needs, dealers became concerned that, under the Commodity Exchange Act, such products could be classified as illegal off-exchange future products. In an effort to enhance legal certainty and to determine regulatory jurisdiction over the nascent OTC derivatives market, political pressure was placed on the CFTC to exempt OTC derivatives from their regulatory jurisdiction. Through regulatory and larger Congressional action, OTC derivatives were exempted from CFTC regulation. As Gary Gensler, Chairman of the CFTC, noted, “[l]eading up to the financial crisis, swaps were basically not regulated in Asia, Europe or the United States.” US banks, however, were at least subject to prudential regulation.

credit spread transaction; cross currency rate swap; currency option; currency swap; equity forward; equity index option; equity option; equity swap; floor transaction; foreign exchange transaction; forward rate transaction; interest rate option; interest rate swap; physical commodity transaction; swap option; total return swap; weather index transaction. Memorandum from Mayer Brown Law Firm on the Enforceability of the Termination, Close-Out and Multibranch Netting Provisions of the 1987, 1992 and 2002 Editions of ISDA Master Agreements for the Int’l Swaps and Derivatives Ass’n, app. A, at 1–5 (Mar. 13, 2012) (on file with author).


28 See CFTC Policy Statement Concerning Swap Transactions, 54 Fed. Reg. 30,694 (July 21, 1989). The CFTC distinguished OTC derivatives from futures based partly on the fact that OTC trades are individually tailored, are not marketed to the general public, and lack exchange derivative characteristics such as exchange-style offset and clearing. In 1993, the CFTC further confirmed the regulatory division between OTC derivatives and exchange-traded derivatives when it promulgated regulations that exempted OTC derivatives from CFTC jurisdiction, provided again that the OTC transactions were substantively different from exchanged-traded transactions that the Commodity Exchange Act was designed to cover. Id. at 30,695. One important difference was that the transactions were not “standardized as to their material . . . terms . . .” Commodity Options and Agricultural Swaps, 76 Fed. Reg. 6,095, 6,097 n.23 (Feb. 3, 2011) (emphasis added).


The OTC derivatives market has experienced nothing short of explosive growth since the early 1980s. The total notional amount outstanding as of the end of 2012 (the most recent data) for OTC derivatives was estimated by the BIS to be approximately $633 trillion. The gross market value of these trades was estimated at $24.7 trillion with the gross credit exposure calculated to be $3.6 trillion.

To understand the current OTC derivative reforms, it is important to understand that the key reforms of exchange trading and clearing through clearinghouses find their root and motivations in the exchange-traded derivative world. There, collateral is king and the trading of futures, options on futures, and options is only done through regulated exchanges and cleared through clearinghouses.

In the great debate over OTC derivative regulation, politicians, regulators, and pundits regularly bolster their cases for regulation by trumpeting the size as measured by the notional amount of the global OTC derivative market. By citing to the $633 trillion notional amount statistic, however, they render any rational discussion about the true risks of the OTC derivative industry almost meaningless, the number is simply too large to grasp. It is important to understand that the notional amount does not provide a direct indication of the amount that can be lost in these markets. The notional amount instead refers to the reference amount that payments in a derivative transactions are based upon. For example, an interest rate swap payment would be calculated by multiplying the relevant rate by the notional amount (which typically would reference the amount of the liability that was being hedged).

Gross market value instead represents the mark-to-market value of all of the outstanding transactions as of the end of 2012. This is typically explained as the amount that would be paid by one party to another party at a particular point in time if the OTC derivatives were to be terminated prior to maturity. Although $24.7 trillion is an extraordinarily large number as well, it does not take into account the effect of close-out netting.
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Finally, the gross credit exposure of $3.6 trillion represents the net amount that would be payable, after taking into account close-out netting. This is the amount of net exposure that participants in the OTC markets have to each other, that could be lost in the event that parties (and the global OTC derivative financial markets) are at risk, and that is typically collateralized.

B. Global OTC Derivatives Markets and Systemic Risk

OTC derivatives were initially developed to help parties manage various business risks. For example, one of the first publicly-reported swaps was used to help the World Bank and IBM manage foreign exchange risk through a foreign exchange swap. Although, given the size of the OTC derivative market, it could be argued that the industry has an exemplary record, there are numerous historical examples of failures to which critics continue to call attention. As the recent Great Financial Crisis continued to drag on, regulators and policy makers began to focus on eliminating the perceived dangers of OTC derivatives.

Commissioner Gensler has been consistent in his rallying cry to regulate: “And we must not forget the lessons of the 2008 crisis and earlier. Swaps executed offshore by U.S. financial institutions can send risk straight back to our
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41 Gary Gensler’s term as Commissioner of the CFTC technically ended in April, but “Federal rules permit Gensler, a Democrat, to remain as chairman of the commission until the end of 2013.” Silla Brush, CFTC’s Gensler Interested in Second-Term as Derivatives Overseer, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Oct. 12, 2012), http://www.businessweek.com/news/2012-10-12/cftc-s-gensler-interested-in-second-term-as-derivatives-overseer. Gary Gensler in many ways was a peculiar choice to lead the charge in reforming OTC derivative markets. Having made partner at age 30 at Goldman Sachs, many might worry that he would become a pawn of Wall Street, putting his considerable talents to watering down reform. Ironically now, Chairman Gensler “worked alongside Robert E. Rubin, then the Treasury secretary under President Clinton, and Alan Greenspan, then the chairman of the Federal Reserve, to block proposals by the commission to regulate the new [derivative] instruments.” Edmund L. Andrews, Obama Names Insider to Commodities Post, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 19, 2008, at B3, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/12/19/business/19gensler.html?_r=0. His collective experience over time, however, with investment banks and swap dealers, appears to have instead turned him into a crusader for reform, sensitizing him to the risks of gutting regulation through exceptions and safe harbors. The various regulations written by the CFTC appear to have become longer and more complicated in an effort to avoid evasion by sophisticated and experienced investment bankers. Although universally recognizable by everyone in the derivative industry, the New Republic still listed him as one of Washington’s Most Powerful, Least Famous People. Editorial, Washington’s Most Powerful, Least Famous People, NEW REPUBLIC (Oct. 12, 2011), http://www.newrepublic.com/article/politics/96131/washingtons-most-powerful-least-famous-people.
shores." He has repeatedly warned that “risk from foreign deals flows back to U.S. firms.” Historically, there have been numerous infamous examples of companies suffering severe losses caused by the misuse of OTC derivatives, including the losses suffered by counterparties such as Proctor & Gamble and Gibson Greeting Cards during the 1990s. These losses were followed by the exponentially higher OTC derivative losses suffered by several hedge funds, including Long Term Capital Management.

The Lehman Brothers insolvency in 2008, in particular, gave regulators great pause, even though Lehman Brothers was in the money on a net basis with respect to its derivative book when it declared bankruptcy:

Lehman’s derivatives receivables total $23.8 billion and payables total $13.0 billion, in each case based on marks net of collateral as of September 12, 2008. There are over 6,100 counterparties, 3,930 of which are expected to owe Lehman money and 2,190 of which are expected to be owed money by Lehman based on the estimated receivables and payables.

Even four years later, substantial mediation and litigation is still ongoing to examine the valuation of the terminated trades.

The sheer number of Lehman counterparties that actively traded with Lehman also added to the concern for the complexity and interconnectedness inher-

44 There are a growing number of companies that have suffered devastating losses as a result of their derivatives activities. For example, Procter & Gamble Co. lost $157 million on derivatives tied to movements in the yields “on five-year U.S. Treasury notes and the price of 30-year U.S. Treasury Bonds.” Jeffrey Taylor & Steven Lipin, Bankers Trust Faces Inquiry on Derivative Sales, WALL ST. J., Nov. 1, 1994, at C1. Other companies such as Air Products & Chemicals, Gibson Greetings Inc., and Mead have all lost tens of millions of dollars by entering into derivatives that moved against them. James P. Miller, Air Products Takes a Charge of $60 million --- Move Reflects Falling Value of Derivative Contracts Sold by Banks Trust, WALL ST. J., May 12, 1994, at A3. Although Air Products lost $107 million in 1994, it did receive a settlement payment of $67 million from Bankers Trust after it sued Bankers Trust with respect to the transactions. Timothy L. O’Brien, Bankers Trust Pays $67 Million to Settle Derivatives Dispute with Chemical Firm, WALL ST. J., Jan. 25, 1996, at A5. Although Gibson Greetings eventually only paid $6.2 million of the $23 million that it owed to Bankers Trust through a court settlement, it is still indicative of the great potential for losses. Steven Lipin & Jeffrey Taylor, Bankers Trust Signs Accord on Derivatives --- Pact with New York Fed Toughens Supervision Affecting Sales Practices, WALL ST. J., Dec. 6, 1994, at A3.
Regulators portray the difficulties in unwinding the Lehman Brothers book as a poster child for the transparency, pricing, and credit concerns inherent in OTC derivatives. In addition to the sheer size of Lehman Brothers, there were also enormous amounts of activity between its domestic and international affiliates. The Joint Administrators of Lehman Brothers International (Europe) ("LBIE") estimated that there were several hundred inter-affiliate balances between LBIE and the other affiliates. In addition to this inter-affiliate activity, LBIE itself had over “130,000 swaps contracts outstanding when it failed.”

These losses paled, however, in comparison with the losses suffered by global insurance giant AIG on positions it had taken selling credit derivatives through its finance subsidiary, AIG Financial Products. As of 2008, its credit default swap (“CDS”) portfolio totaled $447 billion in notional amount and covered “super senior” risk tranches of diversified pools of loans and debt securities. More problematic was that counterparties’ exposure to AIG was uncollateralized due to faith in AIG’s AAA credit rating. As of the nine months ending on September 30, 2008, AIG had unrealized market valuation losses on its AIGFP super senior credit default swap portion in the amount of $21.7 billion. These, along with other losses, caused the Federal Reserve and the US Treasury to intervene and prevent AIG from failing.

Regulators recently became even more concerned about the safety of the bilateral OTC derivatives market when JPMorgan Chase experienced large losses.

48 It is estimated that JP Morgan Chase has approximately 17,000 active counterparties represented in its OTC derivative trading book of business. Interview with Don Thompson, Assoc. Gen. Counsel, JPMorgan Chase (Apr. 9, 2010) (on file with author).
51 Gensler, supra note 29.
55 See Robert Oak, Yesterday AIG had a AAA Credit Rating, ECON. POPULIST (Sept. 17, 2008, 4:17 PM), http://www.economicpopulist.org/content/yesterday-aig-had-aaa-credit-rating.
losses on credit default derivative trades in spring of 2012 executed by their trader affectionately referred to as the “London Whale.” The losses were particularly disturbing given that JPMorgan Chase is considered to be one of the best managed US banks and is the largest bank in the United States as measured by assets.

On May 10, 2012, JPMorgan Chase announced a loss on their credit default trades of “about $2 billion.” As JPMorgan Chase struggled to unwind these positions, the losses grew to $5.8 billion and could potentially increase to as much as $7.5 billion. When pressed about the losses, Jamie Dimon, the CEO of JPMorgan stated, “[i]n hindsight, this was bad execution, bad strategy, but also the environment — because this is mark to market . . . .” Dimon continued, “[b]ut I just don’t want to make excuses.”

In Chairman Gensler’s continual push to enact OTC derivative regulatory reforms, he has repeatedly focused on the JPMorgan Chase losses: “Recent events at JPMorgan Chase are a stark reminder of how swaps traded overseas can quickly reverberate with losses coming back into the United States,’ Mr. Gensler said. ‘Now is not the time to retreat from these much-needed reforms.’


58 See id.


62 Ben Protess, Regulator May Grant Foreign Banks Brief Reprieve on Derivatives, N.Y. TIMES (June 14, 2012, 4:37 PM), http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/06/14/regulator-may-grant-foreign-banks-brief-reprieve-on-derivatives/?_r=0.
In addition to avoiding systemic risks to the US financial system, the CFTC believes that the Dodd-Frank reforms will result in a “more transparent, accessible and competitive swaps market,” noting that “transparency lowers the risk of the swaps market.” Chairman Gensler outlined in particular the advantages of transparency. First, it allows “the public and users of swaps to see the pricing and volume of transactions, as well as many bids and offers, in real time.” Second, it allows “both dealers and end users the ability to look to markets to value positions, allowing for better supervision of and accounting for risk.” Third, it provides greater liquidity when positions need to be unwound.

Gensler further summarizes the transparency advantages of the Dodd-Frank reforms: “[T]ransparency lowers the risk of the swaps market. . . . Whether it’s non-financial end users, pension funds, mutual funds, community banks or insurance companies, they all benefit from the lower costs and greater pricing information of a more transparent, accessible and competitive swaps market.”

C. Efforts to Regulate OTC Derivatives Pre-Dodd-Frank – Commitments from Global Market Participants to the Federal Reserve and Other Foreign Regulators

Prior to the Dodd-Frank and G20 regulatory efforts, the Federal Reserve and other regulators made progress to regulate OTC derivatives and eliminate future systemic risk. As the OTC derivative market continued to grow, with the CDS market exploding in particular, regulators pushed the major swap dealers to reform their trading activities.

Beginning in 2005, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, in conjunction with domestic and international supervisors, organized a committee referred to as the OTC Derivatives Supervisors Group “to address the emerging risks of inadequate infrastructure for the rapidly growing market in credit derivatives.” Through a series of commitment letters addressed to these regulators
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from the largest global derivative dealers and buy-side participants, tremendous progress was made at reforming the CDS market. Unfortunately, as both regulators and participants have turned their attention toward the Dodd-Frank and G20 statutory reforms now being implemented, the group appears to be inactive.

1. Dodd-Frank OTC Derivative Reforms

Although there have been calls to regulate OTC derivatives in the United States since the early 1980s, the calls to regulators and the US Congress did not gain any traction until the Great Financial Crisis. As the financial crisis deepened, global policy makers and regulators began to look for sources of the next financial crisis.

The Great Financial Crisis in the United States officially began in December of 2007 when the United States entered into recession and did not climb out until June of 2009. To appreciate the panic and concern of policymakers and regulators, it is important to consider some of the key statistics during that time period. The Dow Jones Industrial Average peaked in October 2007, at 14,164, only to have plummeted to 6,547 by March of 2009. Other stock indexes globally had similar results.

69 This group grew to include AllianceBernstein; Bank of America-Merrill Lynch; Barclays Capital; Blackrock, Inc.; BlueMountain Capital Management LLC; BNP Paribas; Citibank, LLC; Credit Suisse; Deutsche Bank AG; D.E. Shaw & Co., LP; DW Investment Management LP; Goldman, Sachs & Co.; Goldman Sachs Asset Management, LP; HSBC Group; International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc.; JP Morgan; Managed Funds Association; Morgan Stanley; Pacific Investment Management Company, LLC; The Royal Bank of Scotland Group; Asset Management Group of the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association; Société Générale; UBS AG; Wells Fargo Bank, NA; Wellington Management Company, LLP. See Commitment Letter from the Mgmt. of AllianceBernstein et al., to William C. Dudley, supra note 66, at 3.


Other indicators were equally as grim. Unemployment peaked at 10 percent in October of 2009, with the employment rate stubbornly remaining above 8 percent.\textsuperscript{74} Citigroup experienced a $17 billion loss in the fourth quarter of 2008, with its share price dropping from $23.84 as of April 1, 2008, to $1.03 as of March 6, 2009.\textsuperscript{75} The global financial markets experienced a liquidity crisis unequalled since the Great Depression.\textsuperscript{76}

After the trauma experienced during the months of September and October 2008, the US Treasury began to proactively propose the regulation of OTC derivatives in the United States. On May 13, 2009, in a seminal letter to Senator Harry Reid, US Treasury Secretary Timothy F. Geithner proposed a rationale and framework for regulating OTC derivatives.\textsuperscript{77} In the letter, Geithner outlined four broad objectives: (1) preventing activities in those markets from posing risk to the financial system; (2) promoting the efficiency and transparency of those markets; (3) preventing market manipulation, fraud, and other market abuses; and (4) ensuring that OTC derivatives are not marketed inappropriately to unsophisticated parties.\textsuperscript{78}

In his letter to Senator Reid, US Treasury Secretary Geithner outlined that the nature of the proposed regulation included clearing standardized OTC derivatives through regulated central counterparties; prudential supervision and regulation, including conservative capital requirements, business conduct standards, reporting requirements, and initial margins for unclear trades; record keeping and reporting requirements; and granting of additional authority to the CFTC and SEC to police fraud, market manipulation, and other market abuses.\textsuperscript{79}

\textsuperscript{76} For a discussion of the liquidity crisis and the Federal Reserve’s efforts to stop the credit markets from imploding, see generally Christian A. Johnson, Exigent and Unusual Circumstances: The Federal Reserve and the US Financial Crisis, in LAW REFORM AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 269–70 (Kern Alexander & Niamh Moloney eds., 2011).
\textsuperscript{77} Letter from Timothy F. Geithner, Sec’y, U.S. Dept. of Treasury, to Harry Reid, Senator, U.S. Senate (May 13, 2009).
\textsuperscript{78} Id. at 1.
\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 1–2.
The US Treasury’s proposals eventually found their way into US law in the form of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. The final passage of Dodd-Frank was an arduous process beginning in December of 2009 and running through final passage in May of 2010.

A complex piece of legislation, Dodd-Frank consists of sixteen Titles running over a thousand pages. Title VII, entitled *Wall Street Transparency and Accountability*, the statutory framework for regulating OTC derivatives in the United States, provides over three hundred pages of detailed statutes, broken into two subtitles containing a total of fifty-nine sections.

The breadth of regulation enacted by the US Congress found in Title VII is breathtaking, completely overtaking and exceeding the regulation called for in the G20 Pittsburgh commitments. The new statutory framework requires mandatory exchange trading and clearing of OTC derivatives (with certain key exceptions), position limits, margining unclear swaps, capital requirements for dealers, the infamous Lincoln push-out, registration of swap dealers and major swap participants, reporting and record keeping requirements, price discovery, business conduct standards, clearinghouse regulation and core principles, data repositories, conflict of interest rules, certain other miscellaneous provisions, and the provisions governing regulatory arbitrage.

The goal of US regulation appears to be to minimize to the greatest extent possible any risk of systemic failure from OTC derivative trading with US per-
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sons. It also seeks to minimize the risk that non-US persons doing business with US persons will enter into swap activity outside the United States that may cause such non-US persons to fail, thus perhaps causing systemic harm to US capital markets because of their inter-related connections to the United States.

2. **G20 Commitments**

It is impossible to understand the issues of regulatory arbitrage and extra-territoriality in global OTC derivative reform without understanding the efforts of the G20. The G20 is an informal group of nineteen countries and the European Union, with representatives of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. In addition to these annual meetings, there are also G20 summit meetings of the leaders of G20 countries held from time to time. Commentators in general have written favorably that the G20 has provided an important means to coordinate international efforts to regulate financial markets.

Concern about global OTC derivative reform and regulatory arbitrage extended beyond the United States to include the other G20 countries as the financial crisis grew. In an effort to minimize or eliminate regulatory arbitrage, the G20 countries agreed to cooperate and harmonize international regulation of OTC derivatives in the Pittsburgh Summit, held September 24–25, 2009. In the 2009 G20 Leaders Statement, the G20 countries committed themselves to the following:

- All standardized OTC derivative contracts should be traded on exchanges or electronic trading platforms, where appropriate, and cleared through central counterparties by end-2012 at the latest. OTC derivative contracts should be reported to trade repositories. Non-centrally cleared contracts should be subject to higher capital requirements. We ask the FSB [Financial Stability Board] and its relevant members to assess regularly implementation and whether it is sufficient to improve transparency in the derivatives markets, mitigate systemic risk, and protect against market abuse.

The G20 countries followed up on their 2009 commitments with an additional commitment in the 2011 Cannes Summit Final Declaration to create “organizations to develop for consultation standards on margining for non-cen-
trally cleared OTC derivatives by June 2012. The key additional commitment that came out of the Cannes Summit was a commitment to require margining for non-cleared OTC derivatives. The G20 leaders again reiterated their commitment in the 2012 Los Cabos Leaders Declaration.

There have been two key reports in measuring the progress of G20 countries. The first is a series of interim reports prepared by the Financial Stability Board, more commonly known as the FSB. The second was a joint report prepared by the CFTC and SEC in the United States. Both reports indicate some progress, but also that substantial work needs to be done by the G20 countries to meet both the 2012 deadline and their G20 commitments.

The FSB has been charged with monitoring the progress of the implementation of OTC derivative market reforms. The FSB is an organization that is hosted by the BIS and was “established to coordinate at the international level the work of national financial authorities and international standard setting bodies and to develop and promote the implementation of effective regulatory, supervisory and other financial sector policies.” The membership of the FSB


Reforming the over the counter derivatives markets is crucial to build a more resilient financial system. All standardized over-the-counter derivatives contracts should be traded on exchanges or electronic trading platforms, where appropriate, and centrally cleared, by the end of 2012; OTC derivatives contracts should be reported to trade repositories, and non-centrally cleared contracts should be subject to higher capital requirements. We agree to cooperate further to avoid loopholes and overlapping regulations. A coordination group is being established by the FSB to address some of these issues, complementing the existing OTC derivatives working group. We endorse the FSB progress report on implementation and ask the CPSS and IOSCO to work with FSB to carry forward work on identifying data that could be provided by and to trade repositories, and to define principles or guidance on regulators’ and supervisors’ access to data held by trade repositories. We call on the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS), the International Organization for Securities Commission (IOSCO) together with other relevant organizations to develop for consultation standards on margining for non-centrally cleared OTC derivatives by June 2012, and on the FSB to continue to report on progress towards meeting our commitments on OTC derivatives.
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102 We reaffirm our commitment that all standardized OTC derivative contracts should be traded on exchanges or electronic trading platforms, where appropriate, and cleared through central counterparties by end-2012, OTC derivative contracts should be reported to trade repositories and non-centrally cleared contracts should be subject to higher capital requirements. We welcome the FSB progress report on implementation. Now that substantial progress has been achieved in the four safeguards for a resilient and efficient global framework for central clearing, jurisdictions should rapidly finalize their decision-making and put in place the needed legislation and regulations to meet the G20 commitment for central clearing. We acknowledge the progress made to develop the key principles to promote internationally consistent minimum standards for the margining of non-centrally cleared derivatives and encourage international standard setters to finalize the proposed global margin standards by the end of this year, to match the implementation deadline for other OTC derivatives reforms and for the Basel capital framework.


is composed of the same countries as the G20, but also includes the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, several international organizations,104 and several international standard-setting bodies.105 The FSB has so far delivered six reports on the progress in implementing OTC derivative reforms, focusing in particular on the G20 commitments.106

The most recent interim report, delivered on September 2, 2013,107 reports progress on implementing the G20 framework. In the Executive Summary to the FSB Report, it notes that “[m]arket participants in general appear to be making good progress in their preparations for implementation of OTC derivatives market reforms,” and also, however, that “regulatory uncertainty has held back the finalisation of preparations by some market participants.”108 The report continues, however, noting that the G-20 countries are continuing to progress in their work:

The large share of cross-border activity in many OTC derivatives markets means that clarity in how jurisdictions’ regulatory regimes interact is crucial for all stakeholders.

Two major constructive steps forward have been taken: first, the announcement in July by the CFTC and the EC of their joint understandings; and subsequently, a multilateral set of understandings to improve the cross-border implementation of OTC derivatives reforms, announced in August by the Regulators Group.109

The FSB recommended that G20 countries should continue “to urge authorities to resolve regulatory conflicts, inconsistencies, duplication and gaps in order to provide certainty to stakeholders.”110 Further, the FSB still voiced concerns about cross-border considerations noting that “[u]ncertainties about the treatment of cross-border activity (whether of market participants or of infrastructure) under various jurisdictions’ regimes continue to be a concern for market participants as regulatory requirements take effect.”111

Canada, the United States’ key neighbor to the north, is a G20 jurisdiction taking steps to comply with the G20 goals. Recently, Canada has “introduced legislation to Parliament . . . to allow for central clearing for over-the-counter derivatives contracts,”112 although observers noted that it “is not likely to be
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passed into law quickly." Canada, however, has also been wary that the Dodd-Frank reforms could lead to unintended consequences and problems.

On January 31, 2012, the CFTC and the SEC issued the Joint Report on International Swap Regulation (the “Joint Report”). Congress required the CFTC and the SEC to study the regulation of OTC derivatives across the United States, Asia, and Europe in hopes of identifying areas of potential regulatory arbitrage. The Joint Report consists of 153 pages of analysis. The Joint Report notes that “progress varies across jurisdictions in meeting the 2009 G-20 Leaders’ commitments.” The Joint Report further notes that “[t]he G-20 leaders have agreed to the OTC derivatives commitments, but it is still too early to determine precisely where there is alignment internationally and where there may be gaps or inconsistencies.”

II. REGULATORY ARBITRAGE AND GLOBAL OTC DERIVATIVE MARKETS

From the beginning of the recent push to regulate OTC derivatives, regulators and policy makers have been cognizant that such regulation imposed a risk of creating regulatory arbitrage. Jonathan Macey, in his seminal article on regulatory competition provides a description of the condition: “[A]s technology has advanced and strong capital markets have developed in other countries, the phenomenon of “regulatory arbitrage” has become more prevalent. Regulatory arbitrage occurs when competitors locate their activities in those jurisdictions that offer the most attractive set of regulations.”

Regulatory arbitrage, in this article, involves parties choosing to transact in (or moving business to) jurisdictions that are unregulated or lightly regulated in comparison to other jurisdictions. This could also be referred to or characterized as “jurisdictional arbitrage.”
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116 DFA Section 719(c) requires the Commissions jointly to conduct a study (“Study”) and then to report to Congress (“Report”) on how swaps and security-based swaps (collectively “Swaps”), unless otherwise indicated are regulated in the United States, Asia, and Europe and to identify areas of regulation that are similar and other areas of regulation that could be harmonized. Section 719(c) also calls for the Report to identify major dealers, exchanges, clearinghouses, clearing members, and regulators in each geographic area and to list the major contracts (including trading volumes, clearing volumes, and notional values), the methods for clearing swaps, and the systems used for setting margin in each geographic area.
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120 See infra Part III.D for a discussion of regulatory arbitrage within the same jurisdiction.
A. Examples of Regulatory Arbitrage Outside of OTC Derivatives

There are numerous examples of regulatory arbitrage that have been studied vigorously. The most famous is probably the competition between jurisdictions for incorporating businesses in order to capture franchise fees and other benefits.121 A similar race to the bottom is emerging in Europe as well with respect to the same incorporation issue.122

An analogous situation to the current race to regulate OTC derivatives was the enactment of the Sarbanes–Oxley regulatory regime in reaction to the various corporate scandals that occurred in the United States in the early 2000s.123 As the United States imposed penalties for corporate malfeasance on the executives of publicly traded companies, there was concern that foreign companies would avoid listing in the United States. Although the evidence is somewhat mixed, it appears that Sarbanes–Oxley had a negative effect on companies listing in the United States.124 There is also evidence that regulatory costs of


Sarbanes–Oxley have depressed venture capital in the United States. In other words, in spite of the depth, liquidity, and safety of US capital markets, foreign companies chose not to list their securities in the United States due to regulation that was more stringent than in other jurisdictions, such as England or Singapore.

Hedge funds have also made decisions to organize or locate in less-regulated jurisdictions to take advantage of, for instance, minimizing tax burdens or avoiding securities law regulation:

Hedge funds can be domiciled in onshore or offshore locations. Close to a half of the number of hedge funds in June 2011 were registered in offshore locations. The Cayman Islands was the most popular registration location and accounted for 34 percent of the number of global hedge funds, down on its 39 percent share two years earlier. It was followed by the US 24 percent, Luxembourg 10 percent, Ireland 7 percent, British Virgin Islands 6 percent and Bermuda 3 percent.

With respect to where they actually trade and transact business, however, one commentator noted that “[t]he data examined offer little or no support for the view that hedge fund managers pursuing riskier strategies or strategies with potentially more agency problems systematically select jurisdictions with less stringent regulation.”

The recent explosion of offshore internet gaming may also provide lessons about the difficulty of regulating cross-border OTC derivative trading. It is estimated that internet gaming is a $12 billion industry, with over 2,300 sites. In reaction to concerns about the industry, Congress enacted the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of 2006. This effort, however, has resulted in a casebook example of regulatory arbitrage. “In legislating to excise the online gambling industry from its territory, it has effectively driven the industry offshore to states that will license it, such as the UK.” In addition,
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129 “[G]overnments have longstanding concerns with the operation of gambling enterprises. The possibility of funding criminal (and perhaps terrorist) enterprises, expanding social costs from pathological or problem gambling, protecting minors, and other normative judgments have all contributed toward government-imposed limits on gambling . . . .” Edward A. Morse, The Internet Gambling Conundrum: Extraterritorial Impacts of U.S. Laws on Internet Businesses, 23 COMPUTER L. & SECURITY REP. 529, 529 (2007).
there is evidence that US investment capital has followed the movement of the industry into other, less-regulated jurisdictions.  

B. Regulatory Arbitrage and OTC Derivative Reforms

From the beginning of the recent effort to regulate global derivative markets, there has been concern that regulatory arbitrage would occur. Faced with stiff new regulatory requirements in disparate jurisdictions, policymakers and regulators feared that participants would move their OTC derivative trading activity to less-regulated environments. The risk of regulatory arbitrage occurring with OTC derivatives is particularly strong due to a variety of factors.

1. Regulatory Gaps Between US Regulation, G20, and Non-G20 Regulation

Regulatory arbitrage will only exist to the extent that there is a difference between the level of US regulation and that of other jurisdictions. As will be explained below, it is inevitable that there will be substantive and important differences between the level of US regulation and that of the G20 in particular, and other jurisdictions in general. All indications signal that US regulation will be at a higher level than that of competing jurisdictions. Foreign regulators have noted that, based on the current CFTC rules and proposed guidance, there is the possibility that “[a]ffected non-US persons will have to comply with two sets of regulations, which may be overlapping and conflicting, imposed by the US and individual non-US regimes. This is compounded by the lack of clarity and specificity in a number of areas of the Proposed Guidance.”

To the extent that the United States is unable to harmonize its regulations with those of competing jurisdictions, participants will weigh the costs of US regulation against the benefits of trading in a jurisdiction with a lower level of regulation. As will be discussed below, the United States will attempt to ensure that non-US persons that trade in the United States will trade outside the United States in compliance with either US regulation or comparable regulation in a competing jurisdiction.

2. Legal Uncertainty and Complexity

Dodd-Frank set an aggressive time line and agenda for reforming the trading of OTC derivatives. As opposed to adopting an incremental approach to reform, Congress has attempted to completely remake the OTC derivative market in a relatively short period of time. Already, deadlines have been extended several times and the difficulties stem from a failure to finalize rules on a timely basis and the necessity to develop new technologies, software, and processes to implement trading under new statutory and regulatory guide-
lines. Swap dealers and their customers are left guessing as to when and how they are to comply with the avalanche of new rules and regulations. This legal uncertainty and complexity provides a key motivation for participants to trade in markets where such uncertainty does not exist.

Included in US policy makers’ agenda are reforms such as mandatory exchange trading and clearing of OTC derivatives (with certain key exceptions), position limits, providing initial and variation margin for uncleared swaps, capital requirements on dealers, and new business conduct standards.

The amount and complexity of rulemaking that has been required of the CFTC and the SEC is both breathtaking and inconceivable. The United States has been engaged in a furious rulemaking effort that is still incomplete. The difficulty in drafting all of the rules and regulations to implement the Dodd-Frank statutory requirements appears to have been poorly understood by policymakers and regulators. Normally the CFTC issues three or four rules a year, now the CFTC has, “in order to complete the ‘Herculean task’ of finalizing more than [fifty] rules, . . . established more than [thirty] multi-disciplinary, rule-writing teams.” Their task has also been compounded by congressional efforts to reduce their funding.

The CFTC identified thirty-eight areas in which it needed to promulgate regulations to interpret particular provisions of Dodd-Frank dealing with OTC derivatives. The individual thirty-eight areas are broken into eight categories: comprehensive regulation of swap dealers and major swap participants; clearing; trading; data; particular products; enforcement; position limits; and other titles.

As of October 11, 2012, the CFTC has issued sixty-eight proposed rules, four advanced notices of proposed rulemaking, and six proposed exemptive orders. Of those rules and orders, the CFTC “has now finalized [sixty-one]
rules, exemptive orders and guidance actions and [three] other actions.145 It has published two separate "question and answers" and published three staff letters.146 Together, the CFTC has published in the Federal Register (three columns per page) over 4,200 pages of rules and regulations (including CFTC commentary and explanation) interpreting the Dodd-Frank OTC derivative reform provisions. All of this information literally needs to be digested by regulators and participants in the OTC derivative markets.

As part of the rule making process, the CFTC has made a great effort to include comment and input from the public. To date, it has held thirty public meetings since October 1, 2010, and has held twenty-one public roundtable discussions.147

In addition to the efforts of the CFTC, the SEC has also been charged with issuing rules and regulations on "security-based swaps."148 To date, the SEC has made not nearly the progress as the CFTC in adopting appropriate rules.149

Adding complexity is the fact that many of these rules require the CFTC to issue them jointly with the SEC, demanding interagency cooperation and compromise. For example, the CFTC and SEC issued further definitions of "Swap," "Security-Based Swap" and "Security-Based Swap Agreement," "Mixed Swaps," and "Security-Based Swap Agreement Recordkeeping," effective on July 23, 2012.150

The energy required to digest and understand all of this detail and complexity is mind-boggling and suggests that the CFTC may ultimately have entered into an exercise of futility, creating so many requirements and rules that assessing compliance may become impossible. This onslaught of detailed rules and regulations is difficult enough for US swap dealers, complete with legions of lawyers, compliance officers, and executives, to navigate. It becomes a nightmare for their US customers to understand. One can only imagine how foreign swap dealers and foreign customers must view the Dodd-Frank regulatory reforms.

148 See Derivatives, U.S. SEC. & Exchange Commission, http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/dodd-frank/derivatives.shtml (last visited Feb. 21, 2014). Although the SEC was given regulatory authority over "security-based swaps," they have largely been absent in the debate, leaving the CFTC to do the majority of the heavy lifting with the public.
The time-tables for required compliance with these rules are byzantine, arbitrary, and almost incomprehensible. The CFTC’s approach to handling deadlines that cannot be reached has been problematic, with foreign regulators currently pressuring the CFTC “to avoid rushing through proposals on the trading of swaps among US and foreign [trading] firms.”

Dodd-Frank originally provided that the provisions were to become effective on July 16, 2011. Because it was unable to finalize the rules necessary by the original deadline, the CFTC extended the deadline to the earlier effective date of certain key final rules or December 31, 2011, by issuing a temporary exemptive relief order on July 14, 2011. On December 19, 2011, the CFTC amended the July 14, 2011 order and extended the effective date until July 16, 2012, again because the CFTC was unable to finalize certain key rules. On July 3, 2012, the CFTC again extended the effective date until December 31, 2012. Although many of the key rules have now been finalized, the CFTC now faces the issue that many of the participants in the OTC derivative market may be operationally and functionally unable to comply with the Dodd-Frank derivative mandates.

The CFTC’s approach to extending deadlines has been mystifying. The only explanation is that the CFTC is reluctant to take its foot off the pedal in the race to regulatory reform. The CFTC perhaps may be concerned that if pressure is taken off the derivative reform schedule, it risks key regulatory reforms being co-opted by aggressive lobbyists and legislative opponents of the reforms.

It is mystifying, for example, when it was self-evident that the regulatory reforms were not going to be achieved by July 16, 2011, that the CFTC did not act before July 14, 2011, to finally and formally extend the compliance deadlines. By unnecessarily delaying the unavoidable conclusion that the deadlines needed to be extended, market participants were forced to do everything in their power to comply with unattainable statutory requirements by an unrealistic and artificial deadline. The end result was confusion, uncertainty, and wasted effort.

The problem with the complexity of the rules and regulations is not necessarily that they were not thoughtfully and carefully developed, but that the sheer quantity and complexity makes digesting these rules, especially in the

narrow time frame given, a Sisyphean task of futility for many participants. The efforts to follow, digest, and comply with what appears to be an endless issuance of new rules and regulations, all of which require compliance, leaves many to believe that they will never master the new OTC derivative reforms.

3. Costs of Conforming

Given the wholesale reforms of the OTC derivative market being enacted and contemplated, there are tremendous cost motivations to avoid trading in the more highly regulated jurisdictions. Although the total costs of these reforms has not been completely reconciled, the costs for participants to implement these reforms will be high.

The increased cost stems from the reforms requiring participants in the OTC derivatives industry to completely remake and restructure their business practices and their infrastructure, in order to accommodate such reforms as mandatory exchange trading and clearing of OTC derivatives (with certain key exceptions), position limits, providing initial and variation margin for uncleared swaps, capital requirements on dealers, and new business conduct standards. Dealers and end users would need to put into place new products, systems, procedures, back offices, and processes in order to implement these reforms. Commentators have noted that “one thing is clear: this is the biggest phase of turbulence that the derivatives market has gone through. You are taking 80 per cent of the market and changing the way it trades.”

There is no doubt that trading OTC derivatives as currently regulated is a profitable business, reaping an estimated $50 billion in annual revenues for the “leading global dealer banks.” The reforms, however, promise to be expensive. It is difficult to determine the bottom line effect on swap dealers’ profitability in the United States; however, there have been estimates of the cost of compliance. Although the report could be viewed as self-serving because it was prepared by an industry leader, the Europe Equity Research Group of JPMorgan analyzed the effect of the OTC derivative reforms on seven global swap dealers that included Credit Suisse, UBS, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, BNP, and Société Générale in 2009 (the “JPM Report”).
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The JPM Report’s summary concluded the following:
Regulatory changes in OTC derivatives and market risk requirements lower [investment bank] returns by decreasing [investment banks’] net income -13 [percent] and increasing [investment banks’] RWA [risk weighted assets] by 21 [percent] on average in our estimates:
-13 [percent] negative impact on [investment bank] net profits on average: the biggest impact comes from OTC post trade transparency with -6 [percent] impact, followed by position limits in commodities (-3 [percent] on earnings), and moving CDS to exchange trading (-2 [percent]). . .
21 [percent] increase in [investment banks’] RWAs [risk weighted assets] on average: The main impact from regulatory changes is the higher capital requirements.162

Stock analysts at Standard & Poor’s “expect an annual drop in revenues for large dealers of between $4bn and $4.5bn once rules that include reporting requirements, the establishment of swap execution facilities (SEFs), in effect electronic exchanges, and mandatory central clearing of OTC swaps are fully implemented.”163

Technology and operational costs alone have been extraordinarily expensive: “A study of Dodd-Frank’s impact on the buy and sell sides finds that while sell-side firms have spent over a $1 billion [sic] on operational and IT changes, confusion reigns on the buy side.”164 Other analysts estimate that “[f]inancial firms will spend an estimated $6.7 billion over a three-year period to address the technological and operational changes required to comply with new US and European regulations affecting the growing swaps market.”165 These costs include developing new software programs and platforms, computer and telecommunications equipment, and legions of programmers and IT personnel.

In addition to the direct costs of complying with US regulation by US persons, subjecting non-US persons to Dodd-Frank regulation also imposes both market costs and direct costs to participants:
Potential market disruption or fragmentation, with consequently increased risks to systemic stability and market liquidity in our markets, may arise as market participants may have to change their business models or even withdraw from certain businesses, all within a relatively short period of time. The impact from any resulting (likely significant) increase in compliance costs and the potential reduction in liquidity of OTC derivatives markets should not be under-estimated.166

4. Collateral Cost and Scarcity

One of the key drivers of regulatory arbitrage in this area will be the growing and increased role of collateral (i.e., initial margin and variation margin).
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Regulators believe that a key component to reducing the risk of OTC derivatives is to require drastically increased use of collateral.\textsuperscript{167} Such collateral requirements may drive participants out of the US OTC derivative markets to search for markets where the mandated amount of collateral is not so high.

Dodd-Frank and the G20 commitments require OTC derivatives transactions to be collateralized, regardless of whether they are cleared or uncleared. Estimates of the global demand for additional collateral run from the hundreds of billions to trillions, putting tremendous pressure on the supply of eligible collateral.\textsuperscript{168}

In an effort to agree to an appropriate amount of collateral for uncleared trading, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (the “CBS”) and International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) released a consultative paper entitled “Margin Requirements for Non-Centrally-Cleared Derivatives” (the “Margin Requirements Paper”).\textsuperscript{169} A similar working paper was released by the BIS on cleared derivatives and collateral.\textsuperscript{170} Although the key focus of the United States and the other G20 jurisdictions has been to move the market toward central clearing of OTC derivatives, many of the traditional OTC derivative products that are currently traded on a bilateral basis may not be clearable, with regulators, based on the G20 Pittsburgh and Cannes commitments, taking the position that uncleared trades should still be subject to similar regulatory margin requirements as the cleared OTC derivatives.\textsuperscript{171}

Critics have argued that the Margin Requirements Paper’s recommendations will impose serious costs on bilateral trading and markets.\textsuperscript{172} First, the ISDA estimates that requiring “a universal two-way exchange of [initial margin] between financial firms and systemically important non-financial firms . . . [is] estimated to be in the region of US$15.7 trillion to US$29.9 trillion for [initial margin] only.”\textsuperscript{173} Second, the ISDA estimates that meeting the margin requirements will substantially increase the cost “of providing a plain vanilla interest rate OTC derivative.”\textsuperscript{174} Third, the margin requirements would “lead to
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a very high percentage of the collateral pool currently available in the market having to be pledged as [initial margin].” Others believe that the consequences, however, may be much less severe.

As collateral becomes more scarce and expensive, counterparties will look to jurisdictions with more liberal collateral rules. Nonconforming jurisdictions that require less collateral than conforming jurisdictions will become more desirable from a collateral perspective, driving trading into these jurisdictions.

Under the CFTC rules, uncleared bilateral OTC derivatives trades will need to be collateralized by both parties with initial margin and the out-of-the-money party will need to post variation margin. As more and more OTC derivatives trades (either cleared or bilateral) become subject to both initial margin and variation margin requirements, it will become more and more expensive to pledge collateral. Securities that are clearinghouse eligible will become more and more difficult to acquire. In addition, many non-financial institutions do not hold large amounts of cash or clearinghouse-eligible securities.

If jurisdictions establish less rigorous margin and collateral rules than those in the United States for their home institutions, this could lead to competitive problems. “If those margin rules for foreign operations are maintained and Europeans and other foreign jurisdictions do not match it, that would be a significant competitive disadvantage,” Fed Chairman Ben S. Bernanke testified to Congress on July 21.

175 Id.

176 Helen Bartholomew, *JPM Calms Collateral Fears*, REUTERS (Oct. 8, 2012), http://in.reuters.com/article/2012/10/08/derivatives-collateral-idINL6E8L8KCC20121008 (“On its calculations, JPM analysts believe the additional demand for collateral will be limited as the majority of the OTC derivatives markets already use collateral agreements.”).


An additional issue is that the margining requirements for non-cleared OTC derivatives may be more expensive than clearing derivatives. “OTC derivatives trades that are not centrally cleared are likely to cost more than cleared transactions, due to pricing by bank counterparties, argues BNY Mellon.”182 One reason for this is that the initial margin may be greater for non-cleared trades than for cleared trades. One factor in determining the amount of initial margin is the time that is required to terminate an open trade that has gone into default. It is generally assumed that uncleared trades will take longer to terminate, therefore requiring more initial margin.

5. “Credit” versus “Collateral” Business Models

The key reforms of requiring collateral are illustrative of the differences between the pre-reform exchange traded derivative industry and the OTC derivative industry. The exchange-trading environment has always been “credit quality” blind to a certain extent, requiring all participants to fully collateralize their positions. This is quite different from the business model that has existed since the 1980s in the OTC derivative industry.

In the OTC derivative industry, parties have historically been willing to grant unsecured credit to credit-worthy counterparties. Most of this stems from banks, which customarily grant unsecured credit in certain situations and which were many of the initial dealers when the OTC derivative industry first developed.183 In contrast to the exchange-traded world, documentation frequently contained key credit provisions, such as cross-default provisions that were similar to the lending documentation that had been used for years.184 It is certainly probable that participants in nonconforming jurisdictions will be willing to continue the business model of granting unsecured credit (or at the minimum lesser collateral requirements) to their counterparties in those jurisdictions on the same basis as they are doing now.185 Credit-worthy counterparties will most probably be welcomed to trade with dealers in those nonconforming jurisdictions, similar to what currently occurs.

C. Regulatory Arbitrage Occurring with OTC Derivatives in the Past

It is not difficult to believe that regulatory arbitrage will occur in the future if one understands that regulatory arbitrage has been part of the market since the beginning. The classic example of regulatory arbitrage in the OTC

---

182 Georgina Lee, Sovereigns Urged to Clear OTC Trades, ASIANINVESTOR (July 18, 2012), http://www.asianinvestor.net/News/308952,sovereigns-urged-to-clear-otc-trades.aspx (“Asian sovereigns might be better off centrally clearing over-the-counter derivatives trades regardless of statutory requirements, because the higher pricing charged on non-cleared, bilateral trades by bank counterparties is likely to outweigh clearing costs.”).
183 Citibank, Bankers Trust, and JPMorgan Chase were all pioneers in the industry, as well as investment banks such as Solomon Brothers, Goldman Sachs and Bankers Trust. Many of the foreign dealers were also banking institutions such as UBS and Deutsche Bank, among others.
184 For a discussion of collateral documentation, see PAUL C. HARDING & CHRISTIAN A. JOHNSON, MASTERING THE ISDA COLLATERAL DOCUMENTS (2d ed. 2012).
185 Although there is clearly a trend to require collateral in the bilateral OTC derivative market currently, the collateral requirements are much less rigorous than that anticipated by Dodd-Frank mandates.
derivative area concerns swap dealers’ insistence on trading only with counterparties organized in jurisdictions with creditor-friendly insolvency regimes with respect to OTC derivatives.

A key concern of industry participants from the beginning has been the treatment of OTC derivative contracts in insolvency. Swap dealers are generally willing to trade only with counterparties that are located in “pro-creditor” jurisdictions that provide them with additional protections that are often not present in “pro-debtor” jurisdictions.186 Similar to the “race to the bottom” described above with respect to the jurisdiction of incorporation, pro-debtor jurisdictions need to make their insolvency regimes derivative-creditor friendly if they want swap dealers to trade with participants subject to their particular insolvency laws.187

Swap dealers worry about their ability to first terminate all of their OTC derivative trades with a counterparty in the event that the counterparty becomes insolvent. The swap dealers also worry about whether they would be able to set off the termination amounts that they owe their insolvent counterparty against the termination amounts that are owed to them by the insolvent counterparty. This is commonly referred to as close-out netting and is used to deal with the problem of cherry-picking.188

To facilitate the due diligence for swap dealers and other participants, the International Swap & Derivatives Association routinely commissions legal opinions in different jurisdictions with respect to whether close-out netting is enforceable (pro creditor). So far, the ISDA has obtained legal opinions on close-out netting for fifty-eight jurisdictions.189 If a counterparty is not located in one of those jurisdictions, the counterparty will have difficulty in persuading dealers to trade with them.

As a practical matter, if a participant wants to trade actively with the global swap dealers, it either needs to be organized in a pro-creditor jurisdiction or it needs to lobby its government to reform their insolvency rules.190 For example, prior to insolvency reforms in Brazil and Mexico, a Brazilian or Mexican party that wanted to enter into OTC derivatives would typically need to

190 ISDA has examples of pro creditor insolvency provisions that a jurisdiction should consider passing in order to obtain a favorable legal opinion on close-out netting. MENGLE, supra note 189, at 4–5.
form an offshore affiliate, organized in a jurisdiction that recognized close-out netting.\textsuperscript{191} Now that both Brazil and Mexico have enacted these reforms, these Brazilian and Mexican participants are no longer required to search out other jurisdictions in order to trade.

Even in the United States, there was concern during the late 1980s that US bankruptcy and bank insolvency law was not sufficiently pro-creditor, leading to the possibility that swap dealers may decide to concentrate their operations and trading in friendlier jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{192} Congress responded to these and other general safety and soundness considerations by reforming US insolvency law with respect to OTC derivative transactions.\textsuperscript{193} Some question today whether those particular reforms were good for financial markets, creating, for example, more volatility as counterparties are able to avoid the automatic stay and immediately liquidate their positions.\textsuperscript{194}

\section*{D. Counter Balances and Friction to Regulatory Arbitrage Incentives}

\subsection*{1. The Value of Price Transparency and Safety to Swap Participants}

Regulatory arbitrage theoretically should not exist if the benefits of the regulations in question outweigh the costs of compliance. US policymakers and regulators argue that the Dodd-Frank regulations and reforms will make OTC derivatives markets more transparent, safe, and efficient, and create incentives to trade and clear in the United States as opposed to fleeing the jurisdiction. Chairman Gensler has consistently argued that “[i]t’s critical that we do not retreat from reforms that will bring greater transparency and competition to the swaps market, lower costs for companies and their customers, and protect the public from the risks of these international markets.”\textsuperscript{195} Some market participants also share his vision for reform.\textsuperscript{196}

If correct, in spite of all of the regulatory costs, volume may actually increase in the United States if non-US persons enjoy better pricing with less risk because of the Dodd-Frank reforms that outweigh the regulatory compliance costs and concerns. Many market participants, such as hedge funds, are anxiously awaiting the Dodd-Frank alternative to the arguably opaque and inefficient bilateral trading environment.\textsuperscript{197} In fact, many participants are already

\textsuperscript{191} Interview with Sergio Goncalves, former Partner, Gen. Counsel, Banco BBM (Oct. 15, 2007) (on file with author).
\textsuperscript{192} 6 JOHNSON, supra note 31, at 104.
\textsuperscript{193} For a discussion of US bankruptcy rules, see id.
\textsuperscript{196} Kenneth Griffin, We Must Overturn the Status Quo in Derivatives, FIN. TIMES (Oct. 26, 2009, 10:03 PM), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/22f8fd28-c262-11de-bc3a-00144feab49a.html#axzz2AAdRb7LA (“Regulators must implement central clearing where appropriate and put the integrity of our capital markets ahead of the profits of a self-interested few.”).
moving to clear OTC derivative trades due to credit risk concerns with swap dealers in the current market.\(^{198}\)

US policymakers can point to historical examples of success that support their case that regulatory arbitrage is not necessarily the end result of regulation. After the stock market crash of 1929 and the global depression that followed, the stringent securities law reforms and vigorous policing of US equity markets by the SEC has resulted in perhaps the deepest capital markets in the world, historically attracting issuers from around the globe to issue in the United States.\(^{199}\) A similar case can be made based on the success of the OTC derivatives industry’s sister, the exchange-traded derivative market consisting of exchange traded futures, options on futures, and options.

These promised benefits, however, may prove to be illusory. Unfortunately the CFTC has yet to make its case through empirical data or cost-benefit analysis that the benefits of the proposed regulation will exceed the regulatory burdens placed on participants.

### 2. Legal Friction and Regulatory Arbitrage

Legal uncertainty in the United States due to Dodd-Frank will surely drive regulatory arbitrage. Legal uncertainty, however, and a lack of a sophisticated judiciary in less sophisticated non-G20 jurisdictions may create enough friction to stunt the movement away from the United States or the G20. Although it will certainly be possible to set up derivative trading operations in less-regulated jurisdictions outside of the United States and other G20 jurisdictions,\(^{200}\) parties will need to consider the reasons (and the implications) as to why there is little regulation there.

A key concern is whether a jurisdiction has the judicial and legal certainty necessary to deal with inevitable conflicts and disputes between parties. As discussed above, has the jurisdiction worked out all of the statutory, regulatory, and common law concerns associated with close-out netting and insolvency rules? When the notional amount of derivative trades are measured in the hundreds of millions (if not billions) of dollars, it becomes imperative that the parties understand how a local court will interpret and enforce their ISDA Master Agreement and other related documents. Although the parties can certainly choose to litigate in New York, for example, it would be ironic to come back to a jurisdiction that you had initially fled due to its regulatory environment.

Issues such as service of process and sovereign immunity may also suddenly become serious legal risks in jurisdictions outside of the G20. Political and judicial corruption may also become a problem. Only time will tell if less-regulated jurisdictions will emerge where parties are confident that large-scale swap activity can occur and thrive.

---


200 *See supra* text accompanying notes 119–26.
III. CAN REGULATORY ARBITRAGE BE CONTROLLED OR ELIMINATED?

Congress has equipped the CFTC with extraordinary powers to control regulatory arbitrage, mandating that US persons comply with Dodd-Frank and giving the CFTC extraterritorial jurisdiction over the foreign activities of both US and non-US participants. In spite of the firepower given to the CFTC, however, it still remains to be seen whether such powers will be sufficient or whether regulatory arbitrage will reduce the current robust US trading markets to a sizable, but reduced, player in global OTC derivative trading.

The possibility of regulatory arbitrage occurring has recently been a question of great concern to global regulators. In a joint letter to Chairman Gensler of the CFTC dated October 17, 2012, the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the U.K., the Commissioner for Internal Markets and Services at the European Commission, the Minister of State for Financial Services of Japan, and the Minister of Finance for the Government of France expressed their general joint concerns about hasty regulation resulting in a fragmentation of the global markets caused by inconsistent regulation: “At a time of highly fragile economic growth, we believe that it is critical to avoid taking steps that risk a withdrawal from global financial markets into inevitably less efficient regional or national markets.”

Asian regulators have recognized a similar concern that the United States’ failure to recognize the potential regulatory arbitrage could result in “increasing market fragmentation.”

As the various Dodd-Frank deadlines move forward, pundits worry about the possibility of the US market becoming isolated as non-US persons strive to avoid Dodd-Frank regulation:

Still, some bank executives said moving interbank swaps business outside the US could reduce US banks’ ability to trade with customers in the long run. As counterparties move business abroad, that would reduce the pool of potential trading partners for US firms, potentially affecting their cost of hedging customer business. Another twist is that the rule could put some swaps, previously overseen by the CFTC because they involved at least one US counterparty, beyond the reach of the regulator as non-US banks move trading abroad.

A. Dodd-Frank and Regulatory Arbitrage

From the initiation of this proposed regulatory reform agenda, US Treasury Secretary Geithner recognized that regulatory arbitrage was to be a consideration that would need to be dealt with on an international regulatory level:

We also will need to work with authorities abroad to promote implementation of complementary measures in other jurisdictions, so that achievement of our objectives is not undermined by the movement of derivatives activity to jurisdictions without adequate regulatory safeguards.

202 Foreign Regulators’ Letter, supra note 13, at 1.
204 Geithner, supra note 77, at 2–3.
Although the United States is committed to eliminating regulatory arbitrage, based upon its frenetic and aggressive rulemaking efforts, it appears to be poised to do it principally through extraterritorial action,\textsuperscript{205} as opposed to harmonization and cooperation.

The potential regulatory arbitrage results of Dodd-Frank can be thought of as a circle with two concentric rings. The inner circle will consist of trading activity between US persons or trading activity between a US person and a non-US person, all of which are subject to Dodd-Frank regulation if they want to execute OTC derivative transactions. The first ring will consist of trading between non-US persons that are subject to the regulatory regimes of the other G20 regimes or trading between non-US persons that are subject to G20 regulation, and non-US persons that are not subject to G20 regulation. To the extent that there are regulatory advantages to trading in these G20 jurisdictions over trading in the United States under Dodd-Frank, they will avoid trading in the United States and abandon trading with US swap dealers or customers that are US persons.

The second or outer ring will consist of trading between parties that are not US persons or persons that are not subject to the laws of a G20 country. Assuming that the current model of bilateral trading proves to be less costly, more efficient, or easier than trading under the new Dodd-Frank or other G20 rules, it is inevitable that a non-US / G20 OTC derivative market will develop and probably flourish.


Congress and the US Treasury were aware from the beginning of the legislative process that the regulatory arbitrage issues were going to be difficult. The United States, however, moved relatively slowly in its effort to clarify its position on the issue.\textsuperscript{206}

Dodd-Frank specifically provided numerous statutory provisions to deal with these concerns, providing the CFTC with extraterritorial jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{207}


\textsuperscript{206} The Commission has not given the public any formal guidance on what [Section 722(d)] means in practice. In the past, staff at the [CFTC] [has relied] on the assistance of foreign regulators for the supervision of entities located abroad, so long as the foreign jurisdiction is found to have a comparable regulatory structure in place. Unfortunately, we have not proposed a mechanism to do this with respect to any of the rules being put forth under Dodd-Frank. This has already created regulatory uncertainty for firms with global operations as they attempt to plan for the future. Not only will our failure to establish clear rules in this area leave firms unable to determine what their compliance obligations may be, but it will most certainly drain critical Commission resources if we attempt to respond to these questions on a case by case basis.


Section 722 in Dodd-Frank (codified at 7 U.S.C. § 2) provides the general rule that Dodd-Frank is not intended to “apply to activities outside the United States unless those activities—‘(1) have a direct and significant connection with activities in, or effect on, commerce of the [US]; or (2) contravene such rules or regulations . . . as are necessary . . . to prevent the evasion of any provision of this Act . . . ’”\(^{208}\) A similar rule exists with respect to the SEC’s jurisdiction over security-based swaps in Section 772(b).\(^{209}\) The interpretation of those exceptions, however, appears to be left up to the discretion and judgment of the CFTC and SEC. In particular, the CFTC staff has taken the position “as a clear expression of congressional intent that Dodd-Frank swap provisions apply to activities outside the US under certain circumstances.”\(^{210}\)

Section 715 of Dodd-Frank provides the CFTC with teeth in punishing foreign swap markets if “the regulation of swaps . . . markets in a foreign country undermines the stability of the United States financial system . . . .”\(^{211}\) In such a situation, the CFTC “may prohibit an entity domiciled in the foreign country from participating in the United States in any swap . . . .”\(^{212}\) The net effect is that if the CFTC believes that a foreign market has not enacted sufficient reforms or rules such that it creates instability in the Unites States, it can prohibit the participants from such markets from trading in the United States, essentially blackballing players from these “rogue” jurisdictions from trading in the United States.

The CFTC is directed to “consult and coordinate with foreign regulatory authorities on the establishment of consistent international standards,”\(^{213}\) and is directed to “conduct a study of the effects (if any) of the position limits imposed . . . on the movement of transactions from exchanges in the United States to trading venues outside the United States.”\(^{214}\) The CFTC has also spent extensive time studying the issue.\(^{215}\)

In addition to these regulatory arbitrage provisions, the CFTC has power with respect to the mandatory clearing requirement under Dodd-Frank to prescribe any rules “necessary to prevent evasions of the mandatory clearing requirements.”\(^{216}\)


\(^{209}\) Dodd-Frank Act § 772(c) (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. § 78dd (2012)).


\(^{212}\) Id.

\(^{213}\) Dodd-Frank Act § 752 (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. § 8325(a) (2012)).


As anticipated, there are already congressional attacks on the extraterritorial provisions. For example, the House has introduced H.R. 3283, entitled the Swap Jurisdiction Certainty Act,217 which is still awaiting passage. The bill would effectively reduce the extraterritorial reach of Sections 722 and 772. 218

2. Exempting Foreign Exchange Swaps and Forwards

A key concern of US policymakers was whether to subject foreign exchange swaps and forwards, a key portion of the global foreign exchange markets, to Dodd-Frank reforms. The rationale is probably two-fold. First, there is evidence that, in this particular segment of the OTC derivative market, much of Dodd-Frank regulation is probably unnecessary and may even be counter-productive. Second, there was possibly an unspoken concern that any increased regulation may drive the trading of foreign exchange swaps and forwards to other foreign exchange trading centers, such as London.

Section 721 of Dodd-Frank authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury (“Secretary”) to issue a written determination exempting foreign exchange swaps, foreign exchange forwards, or both from the definition of a “swap” under the CEA.219 The US Treasury Secretary proposed in 2011 to exempt foreign exchange swaps and forwards from the mandatory clearing and exchange trading requirement, and to not count such swaps and forwards for determining whether a party was a swap dealer or major swap participant.220

Although the US Treasury appears ready to formally exempt these transactions from the reach of Dodd-Frank, there has been opposition to this action.221 In proposing to exempt foreign exchange swaps and forwards, the US Treasury noted these markets “already reflect many of the Dodd-Frank Act’s goals including high levels of price transparency, effective risk management and electronic trading” and may actually be counterproductive with respect to the goals of Dodd-Frank.222 The US Treasury also noted that the foreign market requires physical settlement and fixed terms, has a well-functioning settlement

process, and shorter duration contracts in comparison to other OTC derivative markets.223

In spite of the US Treasury’s proposal to exempt foreign exchange forwards and swaps, the exemption has not yet been granted after eighteen months because of a perceived political sensitivity on the issue. It appears, however, that the US Treasury will reach a decision after the US presidential election in November.224 The CFTC, however, has issued no-action letters225 “providing temporary relief to firms who would have had to register as swap dealers by the October 12 deadline. The relief means that firms do not have to count their foreign exchange swaps transactions in the $8 billion calculation used to determine a firm’s status as a swap dealer.”226

The foreign exchange swap and forward markets are particularly vulnerable to regulatory arbitrage concerns. The foreign exchange markets, which would include foreign exchange swaps and forwards, are probably the largest and most liquid markets in the world. Sixty-five percent of the trading is also cross-border.227 The foreign exchange trading activities of more non-traditional participants has also increased.228 More problematic is that certain jurisdictions enjoy economy of scale advantages, such as London, over other jurisdictions.229

The volume in North America is truly staggering for foreign exchange swaps and forwards. The Foreign Exchange Committee in its Semi-Annual Foreign Volume Survey in April 2012 reported that the average daily volume in foreign exchanges forwards was approximately $149 billion and the average daily volume in foreign exchange swaps was $248 billion.230

226 Olaoye, supra note 224.
227 Monetary and Econ. Dep’t, Bank for Int’l Settlements, Triennial Central Bank Survey: Foreign Exchange and Derivatives Market Activity in April 2010, at 1 (2010) [hereinafter Triennial Central Bank Survey] (“As regards counterparties, the higher global foreign exchange market turnover is associated with the increased trading activity of ‘other financial institutions’ – a category that includes non-reporting banks, hedge funds, pension funds, mutual funds, insurance companies and central banks. among others.”), available at http://www.bis.org/publ/rpfx10.pdf.
228 Id. (“Foreign exchange market activity became more global, with cross-border transactions representing 65 [percent] of trading activity in April 2010, while local transactions account for 35 [percent].”)
229 Forex History: The Forex Past, Present and Future, Finexo, http://www.finexo.com /forex-education/forex-history.html (last visited Feb. 23, 2014) (“As Forex trading has grown, several international cities have emerged as market leaders. Currently, London, England has the greatest share of transactions with over 32 [percent] of the total trade volume.”)
The BIS, in its 2010 triennial survey on foreign exchange, described the composition of global foreign exchange markets:

The relative ranking of foreign exchange trading centres has changed slightly from the previous survey. Banks located in the United Kingdom accounted for 36.7 [percent], against 34.6 [percent] in 2007, of all foreign exchange market turnover, followed by the United States (18 [percent]), Japan (6 [percent]), Singapore (5 [percent]), Switzerland (5 [percent]), Hong Kong SAR (5 [percent]) and Australia (4 [percent]).

There are clearly other jurisdictions that would be anxious to pick up the slack if trading foreign exchange swaps and forwards became difficult or expensive in the United States.

B. Understanding the Unspoken Approach to Global Regulation

As discussed above, the CFTC is determined to eliminate regulatory arbitrage from occurring. A key to the strategy appears to be based upon the demographics of the global OTC derivative market and the importance of swap dealers to trading activity. The CFTC appears to be gambling that to the extent that the global swap dealers do business in the United States, the CFTC can use the extraterritorial powers given to them under Dodd-Frank to curtail regulatory arbitrage and create a regulatory floor for global OTC derivative regulation.

The CFTC has been leading the way in putting into place derivative regulation, moving “more quickly than other countries” with US officials “trying to prod the rest of the world to go along with tightened rules being created in the U.S. . . . .”232 The CFTC and US Treasury have been aggressive in voicing their opinion that competing jurisdictions should follow their regulatory lead:

Last week, Geithner held a press conference and acknowledged the extraterritoriality tensions.

He warned other nations not to adopt rules that are softer in order to poach business from US markets, while also saying regulators need to figure out a sensible way to apply disjointed rules.

“And because in some areas US reforms are tougher or just different from the rules forthcoming in other markets, we need to figure out a sensible way to apply those rules to the foreign operations of US firms and the US operations of foreign firms,” Geithner told reporters on Thursday.233

Chairman Gensler echoed Geithner’s comments: “‘We’re trying to work hand in hand with the Europeans, trying to get similar comprehensive and comparable rules.’ But he added it would be ‘easier to defer to Europe’ if European rules matched those developed in the US.”234

Others have also voiced frustrations with the US attitudes toward comity. “‘Part of the problem is the US rushed out their legislation and now it is in the business of pushing everyone else to follow suit,’ said Anthony Belchambers,

231 TRIENNIAL CENTRAL BANK SURVEY, supra note 227.
232 Guevarra, supra note 151.
chief executive of the London-based Futures and Options Association.”235 Jonathan Macey, in his article on regulatory arbitrage, would probably characterize the efforts of the United States to impose Dodd-Frank standards globally as “regulatory imperialism.”236

Similar to the importance of casinos to gambling, OTC derivative trading cannot exist at its current scale without the large OTC derivative swap dealers and their enormous derivative trading floors and “books” of business. If a regulator is able to control a global dealer, the regulator will indirectly control the dealer’s customers and the rest of the market, domestic or global.

Global swap dealers have greatly enabled participants to trade by being willing to act as an intermediary, building huge books of business in the process.237 Due to their size, sophistication and huge rolodexes of customers and contacts, large derivative dealers are able to make markets in various derivative areas and facilitate the massive amount of trading that currently exists. Rather than having to locate a counterparty that needs exactly the offsetting position to a particular desired hedge, a participant instead can approach a dealer to enter into the offsetting position. After the dealer has entered into the trade with its customer, it then will enter into an offsetting position with another customer or other swap dealer to balance its book. Because of this particular business model, the CFTC through its rulemaking process is able to control not only the swap dealers, but also all of the swap dealers’ customers.

It is clear that the CFTC has the ability to control the US activities of a dealer operating in the US. The question is then whether the United States is able to control the foreign activities of either a US or a foreign swap dealer. Although the OTC derivatives market is global, the swap dealers that control the vast majority of the trading are organized and headquartered either in the United States or in a G20 country. All of them also have substantial US operations. To the extent that the CFTC can, as a prerequisite to doing business in the United States, require a swap dealer to meet US standards (or comparable foreign standards) for its non-US business, it may be able to export US standards to the rest of the market.

The CFTC will be able to exert enormous influence over global markets if it can impose regulations on these global dealers. The largest swap dealers in the world identified by the ISDA are affectionately referred to as the G14 and control 82 percent of the total notional amount outstanding across the globe.238 Of these fourteen global swap dealers, six are organized in the United States, three in the United Kingdom, two in France, two in Switzerland, and one in Germany.239 The concentration of trading activity in the US is even greater: “According to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, five large

235 Id.
236 See Macey, supra note 119, at 1354.
239 Id. at 2.
banks—JPMorgan Chase (JPM), Bank of America (BAC), Citigroup (C), Morgan Stanley (MS), and Goldman Sachs (GS)—hold almost 96 percent of the notional value of all derivatives contracts [in the United States].

The remaining large swap dealers that are truly global players are also principally located in other G20 jurisdictions. Although Japanese swap dealers have lost much of their luster from the late 1980s, they still exert global influences. Canada and Australia both also have world-class derivative dealers.

In addition to controlling the lion’s share of global OTC derivative activity, these dealers also have significant business activity in the United States. The CFTC, by subjecting these global swap dealers to Dodd-Frank, potentially could compel non-US swap dealers to conform to US rules worldwide.

The following is a summary of the global OTC derivative business done by a few key swap dealers across the world:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank</th>
<th>Number of countries in which company operates</th>
<th>Percentage of employees outside the United States</th>
<th>Percentage of OTC derivative activity in United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goldman Sachs</td>
<td>33 countries</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


244 GOLDMAN SACHS, 2011 ANNUAL REPORT 205 (2012), available at http://www.goldmansachs.com/investor-relations/financials/fulfillment/reports/GS_AR11_AllPages.pdf (out of 33,300 total employees, 16,100 were not in the Americas).

245 *Id.* at 93 (credit exposure of OTC derivatives in the Americas equaled $36,591 out of a total of $74,148 in millions).
Filings with the Federal Reserve show that 77 percent of Morgan Stanley’s fair-value derivatives and liabilities were outside the United States. Similar filings show “that JPMorgan Chase & Co. had 59 percent of its $188 billion in overseas branches or international affiliates; Citigroup Inc. (C) had 53 percent of $122 billion; and Bank of America Corp. had half of $125 billion in non-US operations in the same period.” Specific examples also illustrate this global activity.

It appears that some foreign swap dealers not numbered in the G14 are already willing to register as a swap dealer in the United States in order to participate in the US market. For example, Standard Chartered has indicated that it will register, although it will be careful to ensure that its other entities do not. Recently, however, some swap dealers have abandoned the US markets in the face of Dodd-Frank regulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Outside US</th>
<th>Inside US</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Bank</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

247 Id. at 32.
248 Id. at 70 (credit exposure of OTC derivatives in North America equaled $28,070 out of a total $79,624 in millions). “Within the OTC derivatives business [Deutsche Bank’s] largest concentrations were . . . in Western Europe and North America . . . .” Id. at 71.
250 Id. (21,746 employees working in the United States out of 64,820 total employees).
251 Id. at 123 (credit exposure of OTC derivatives in North America equaled CHF 13,003 out of a total CHF 37,205 in millions).
252 Brush, supra note 180.
253 Id. “The provision raised the stakes for banks because their swaps business is global. In 2008, Sally Davies, a Fed adviser, said that between 55 percent and 75 percent of US banks’ notional derivatives exposure was with non-US residents.” Id.
254 For example, New York-based Goldman Sachs’s largest counterparty for credit derivatives on the eve of the credit crisis in June 2008 was Deutsche Bank AG (DB)’s London branch; its third-largest interest-rate derivatives counterparty was JPMorgan’s London branch; and its largest counterparty for currency products was Royal Bank of Scotland Plc’s London branch, according to a 2010 report from the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, a US panel that investigated the crisis.
255 Vaughan & Burne, supra note 203 (“Several larger, internationally focused banks, however, have reached the conclusion they are better off registering with the CFTC.”).
256 Nitin Gulabani, who heads Standard Chartered PLC’s foreign-exchange, rates and credit desks, said at the same event that the London-based, emerging markets-focused bank will register some of its entities while ensuring that that [sic] others do not do business with U.S. counterparties.
257 See infra text accompanying notes 367–68.
To the extent that trading in the United States remains a priority for all of these global derivatives dealers, the CFTC has an extraordinary opportunity to export its standards. Through its extraterritorial jurisdiction, it potentially can require these same institutions to conduct their non-US OTC derivative activities pursuant to Dodd-Frank standards.

C. CFTC Interpretive Guidance and Policy Statement

The most concrete steps that the United States has taken with respect to these regulatory arbitrage concerns has been the issuance by the CFTC of the proposed interpretive guidance and policy statement entitled Cross-Border Application of Certain Swaps Provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act (the “Proposed Guidance”), issued on July 12, 2012.258 The CFTC then issued final guidance on July 26, 2013, a little more than a year after issuing the proposed guidance, entitled Interpretive Guidance and Policy Statement Regarding Compliance with Certain Swap Regulations (the “Final Guidance”).259 With respect to security-based swaps, a relatively small part of the OTC derivative market, the SEC has also issued proposed guidance on application of US rules and regulations to cross-border situations.260

1. Introduction to the Final Guidance

Although the Proposed and Final Guidance statements are important steps in dealing with the regulatory arbitrage and extraterritoriality issue, their complexity and controversial provisions may, ironically, only add to regulatory arbitrage pressures. While the guidance will be critical in applying the CFTC’s extraterritorial reach, the CFTC waited until July of 2012 to release the Proposed Guidance, only months before the Dodd-Frank mandates begin to become effective. It then waited over a year to issue the Final Interpretive Guidance.261

Like most of the CFTC regulatory projects, the Proposed Guidance was long, detailed, and complex, running over thirty pages when published in the Federal Register. The Final Guidance is even more complex, with the Guidance Section and the various appendices running sixty-nine pages when published in the Federal Register. The Final Guidance must also be read in conjunction with an exemptive order that provides for various phase-ins of the rules issued contemporaneously with the Final Interpretive Guidance that extends (with certain key changes) an earlier exemptive order.

Public response to the Proposed Guidance was swift and detailed. Three hundred five different parties have provided suggested comments and critiques to the proposed regulation. Out of the 288 parties, 14 were foreign regulators, 33 were foreign and domestic industry trade groups representing their members, 14 were financial institutions, and 7 market participants such as exchanges and clearinghouses, with the balance being individuals and other miscellaneous commenters. The complexity of the proposed guidance itself is only equaled by many of the comment letters critiquing it.

The introduction to the proposed guidance laid out the CFTC’s purpose in issuing the guidance:

Whether a person’s swap dealing activities or swap positions may require registration as a swap dealer or major swap participant, respectively, and the application of the related requirements under the CEA to swaps involving such persons; Application of the clearing, trade execution, and certain reporting and recordkeeping provisions under the CEA, to cross-border swaps involving one or more counterparties that are not swap dealers or major swap participants; and Describes the policy and procedural framework under which the Commission may permit compliance with a comparable regulatory requirement of a foreign jurisdiction to substitute for compliance with the requirements of the CEA.

In highlighting the need for the guidance, the CFTC noted that Bear Stearns, Lehman, AIG, JPMorgan Chase, and Long Term Capital Management all conducted extensive derivative trading activities through non-US affiliates or branches that exposed the United States to financial risks. The CFTC


For example, in one of the more comprehensive critiques, SIFMA, a key trade group for the securities industry in the United States, wrote a sixty-nine page comment letter providing comments on the 155 pages of proposed guidance. Final Exemptive Order Regarding Compliance With Certain Swap Regulations, 78 Fed. Reg. at 862 n.30. See also SIFMA Submits Comments to the CFTC on Guidance Related to Cross-Border Application of Certain Swaps Provisions, SIFMA (Aug. 27, 2012), www.sifma.org/issues/item.aspx?id=8589940053.


Id. at 41,215. Commissioner Gensler noted that Long Term Capital Management booked the “vast majority” of its swaps “in its affiliated partnerships in the Cayman Islands.” Gary Gensler, Chairman, U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Comm’n, Statement of Support (June
believes that even though large financial institutions may conduct their activities through non-US (i.e., offshore) affiliates, in reality the entity is operating as a “single business” and should therefore be regulated as a single entity:

These large financial institutions effectively operate their businesses as a single business, by virtue of the relationship with the parent company and to each other, with the constituent parts inextricably linked to each other. The interconnected nature of the relationships among the affiliated entities within a corporate group means that a risk in any part of this group, whether in the United States or abroad, can quickly spread throughout the organization and jeopardize the financial integrity of the entire group.268

Based on this perceived integration and unity of operation, the CFTC believes that both the US activities, as well as the non-US trading activities should be subject to the reforms.

Under Dodd-Frank, financial institutions that “participate in the swaps market as swap dealers or major swap participants (“MSPs”) . . . must register and are subject to greater oversight and regulation.”269 This registration requirement is key to understanding the reach of the proposed guidance.

Prior to issuing the proposed guidance, the CFTC received extensive comment on the Dodd-Frank regulatory arbitrage issue. In the introduction to the Proposed Guidance, the CFTC summarized the concerns and questions that participants had about the reach of Dodd-Frank. First, participants wanted the CFTC to define “the nature of the connections to the United States that would require a non-U.S. person to register as a swap dealer or MSP under the CEA and the Commission’s regulations.”270 The CFTC noted the commentators generally believed that “swap dealing activity directly with U.S. counterparties should be registered with the Commission as swap dealers” but that “swap dealing conducted outside of the U.S. between non-U.S. persons is not sufficiently connected to the U.S. to warrant swap dealer registration.”271 Commentators also noted that non-US swap dealers that limit their trading only to US persons that are registered swap dealers should not have to register.272

Second, commentators wanted the CFTC to define which “Dodd-Frank Act requirements apply to the swap activities of non-U.S. persons, U.S. persons, and their branches, agencies, subsidiaries and affiliates outside of the United States.”273 The CFTC noted that commentators generally believed that “entities outside the United States should comply with rules adopted under the Dodd-Frank Act with respect to requirements applicable to specific swaps, but should be subject to home country supervision by their home country regulators

268 Proposed Interpretive Guidance, 77 Fed. Reg. at 41,216. The CFTC further noted that “[i]n many of the largest financial institutions, the overall business operates as a tightly integrated network of business lines and services conducted through various branches or affiliated legal entities which are under the unified management of the parent entity.” Id.
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with respect to requirements applicable at the entity level.” Commentators further noted that “a U.S. entity must not be able to conduct swap business with non-U.S. persons free from regulation under the Dodd-Frank Act by establishing a non-U.S. affiliate and conducting the swap business through the affiliate.”

Third, commentators wanted the CFTC to define “the circumstances under which the Commission would consider permitting a non-U.S. person to comply with the regulatory regime of its foreign jurisdiction instead of complying with the Dodd-Frank Act and the Commission’s regulations promulgated thereunder.” The CFTC noted that commentators generally believed that “deference to comparable home country regulation accords with principles of international comity and is consistent with the approach taken by U.S. banking regulators with respect to non-U.S. banks.” Commentators further noted “comparability should be determined based on whether the home country entity-level requirements are reasonably designed to achieve the same policy objectives as the corresponding requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act.” Finally, commentators believed that the CFTC “should defer to the home country, entity-level requirements only when they are comparable.”

In the Final Guidance, the CFTC has set forth the provisions and approaches that will be used to deal with the questions of regulatory arbitrage and the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction. In the commentary to the final guidance, the CFTC laid out the following areas that the final guidance covers:

- interpretation of the term US person;
- swap dealer and MSP registration;
- scope of the term “foreign branch” of a US bank and consideration of when a swap should be considered to be with the foreign branch of a US bank;
- a description of the Entity-Level Requirements and Transaction-Level Requirements;
- the categorization of swaps provisions as either Entity-Level or Transaction-Level Requirements;
- substituted compliance, including an overview of the principles guiding substituted compliance determinations for Entity-Level and Transaction-Level Requirements, a general description of the process for comparability determinations, and a discussion of conflicts arising under foreign privacy and blocking laws;
- application of the Entity-Level Requirements and Transaction-Level Requirements to swap dealers and MSPs; and

---
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application of the swaps provisions where both parties to a swap are neither swap dealers nor MSPs. 280

A thorough discussion of each of these areas of guidance is beyond the scope of this article. The following, however, will briefly describe the application of the Dodd-Frank to cross-border situations and the CFTC’s stated response to controlling regulatory arbitrage and exercising its extra-territorial jurisdiction.

The key issues to be resolved by the Final Guidance are, first, whether a non-US swap dealer or major swap participant is subject to the Entity-Level Requirements imposed by Dodd-Frank, which deal with how a swap dealer or major swap participant conducts its business both in the United States and outside the United States. Second, the Final Guidance discusses when a transaction will be subject to the Transaction-Level Requirements imposed by Dodd-Frank, again both when transacted inside the United States and outside the United States.

As an initial matter, and as well be described below, the Final Guidance provides a definition as to who will be characterized as a US person for purposes of the Dodd-Frank rules. The Final Guidance provides a detailed and comprehensive definition of a US person for purposes of the application of Dodd-Frank to cross-border activities and trading with non-US persons. 281 As will be described below, the application of both the Entity-Level Requirements and the Transaction-Level Requirements will depend upon whether a party is characterized as a US person.

281 A full analysis of the implications of the final definition of a US person is beyond the scope of this discussion. The definition under the Final Guidance includes the following as a US person:

(i) Any natural person who is a resident of the United States; (ii) any estate of a decedent who was a resident of the United States at the time of death; (iii) any corporation, partnership, limited liability company, business or other trust, association, joint-stock company, fund or any form of enterprise similar to any of the foregoing (other than an entity described in prongs (iv) or (v), below) (a "legal entity"), in each case that is organized or incorporated under the laws of a state or other jurisdiction in the United States or having its principal place of business in the United States; (iv) any pension plan for the employees, officers or principals of a legal entity described in prong (iii), unless the pension plan is primarily for foreign employees of such entity; (v) any trust governed by the laws of a state or other jurisdiction in the United States, if a court within the United States is able to exercise primary supervision over the administration of the trust; (vi) any commodity pool, pooled account, investment fund, or other collective investment vehicle that is not described in prong (iii) and that is majority-owned by one or more persons described in prong (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), or (v), except any commodity pool, pooled account, investment fund, or other collective investment vehicle that is publicly offered only to non-US persons and not offered to US persons; (vii) any legal entity (other than a limited liability company, limited liability partnership or similar entity where all of the owners of the entity have limited liability) that is directly or indirectly majority-owned by one or more persons described in prong (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), or (v) and in which such person(s) bears unlimited responsibility for the obligations and liabilities of the legal entity; and (viii) any individual account or joint account (discretionary or not) where the beneficial owner (or one of the beneficial owners in the case of a joint account) is a person described in prong (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), (vi), or (vii).

Id. at 45,316–17.
Once it is determined that a party or a transaction is subject to the various requirements, the Final Guidance then provides guidance as to whether a party may look to non-US requirements, referred to in the Final Guidance as “substituted compliance,” or whether it will be subject to the Dodd-Frank rules.

There is an important exception to the definition of US person with respect to the determination of whether or not a non-US person is required to register as a swap dealer or major swap participant. Essentially a swap dealer that is a non-US person will be required to register as a swap dealer if its swap dealing with US persons exceeds the “de minimis” notional threshold amount of $8 billion.\(^{282}\) Upon registration, the swap dealer would be subject to the various prudential, business conduct, reporting, clearing, and trading requirements of Dodd-Frank. For purposes of measuring the notional amount, “a U.S. person should count all of its swap dealing activity, whether with U.S. or non-U.S. counterparties.”\(^ {283}\) In other words, if a non-US dealer exceeded the de minimis threshold amount, it would need to register.

However, non-US persons are generally allowed to exclude their swap dealing transactions with a foreign branch of a US swap dealer.\(^ {284}\) This is because the CFTC believes that the application of Dodd-Frank to the US swap dealer would result in appropriate standards being applied to the non-US dealer with respect to the transactions in question.\(^ {285}\) This carve-out is also important to protect US dealers. If such a carve-out didn’t exist, non-US dealers that might otherwise not be subject to Dodd-Frank regulation might avoid doing business with US dealers in order to avoid being caught by Dodd-Frank. A similar analysis is applied with respect to whether a non-US person qualifies as a “major swap participant,” a qualification that entails additional obligations and duties under Dodd-Frank. In making that determination, a non-US party is allowed to exclude its trading activities with non-US parties.\(^ {286}\)

2. **Entity-Level Requirements**

The Final Guidance holds that a registered swap dealer or major swap participant will be subject to the Entity-Level Requirements.\(^ {287}\) The Final Guidance provides guidance as to whether a non-US person will be required to register as a swap dealer or MSP and thus be subject to these requirements. After it is determined that a non-US person is required to register as a registered swap dealer or major swap participant, the question is whether “substituted compliance” will be allowable.

The Entity-Level Requirements essentially deal with how a party will manage its derivative business. The Entity-Level Requirements are broken into a First Category and a Second Category.\(^ {288}\) The First Category requirements
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include (i) capital adequacy, (ii) chief compliance officer, (iii) risk management, and (iv) swap data recordkeeping. The Second Category requirements include swap data repository reporting (SDR Reporting) and Large Trader Reporting.

3. Availability of Substituted Compliance

The Final Guidance provides that a US swap dealer of a US MSP must comply with both the First Category and Second Category Entity-Level Requirements. For a registered non-US swap dealer or registered MSP, “substituted compliance generally would be available for a non-U.S. swap dealer or non-U.S. MSP . . . regardless of whether the counterparty is a U.S. person or non-U.S. person” for the First Category.

For the Second Category, the Final Guidance provides that for a registered non-US swap dealer or a registered non-US MSP, “substituted compliance generally would be available for a non-U.S. swap dealer or MSP only where the counterparty is a non-U.S. person.” In addition, for Second Category Requirements, the Final Guidance provides that substituted compliance with respect to SDR Reporting “only where the swap counterparty is a non-U.S. Person”, and only where “the [CFTC] has direct access . . . to the relevant swap data that is stored at the foreign trade repository.” The Final Guidance, however, does not allow substituted compliance for Large Trader Reporting.

As explained above, the Entity-Level Requirements are only applicable to registered US swap dealers or registered MSPs and are not applicable to a non-US person who is not a US-registered swap dealer or registered major swap participant.

4. Transaction-Level Requirements

The Final Guidance provides guidance as to whether a transaction is subject to the Transaction-Level Requirements. The Transaction-Level Requirements are broken in Category A and Category B. All of the Transaction-Level Requirements except for the business conduct standards are Category A. The Category A Transaction-Level Requirements include the following: (i) clearing and swap processing; (ii) margin and segregation requirements for uncleared swaps; (iii) trade execution; (iv) swap trading relationship documentation; (v) portfolio reconciliation and compression; (vi) real-time public reporting; (vii) trade confirmation; and (viii) daily trading records.
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5. **Category A Requirements**

The Final Guidance clarifies that the Category A Transaction-Level Requirements for US swap dealer or a US MSP (except for the foreign branch of a US Bank that is a registered US swap dealer or MSP) are applicable regardless of whether the counterparty is not a US person.\textsuperscript{298} In other words, there is no substituted compliance regardless of where the transaction is executed.

For a foreign branch of a US Bank that is a US swap dealer or MSP, the Category A requirements are applicable for transactions with a US person.\textsuperscript{299} Substituted compliance, however, is available for transactions for such a foreign branch with a foreign branch of a US Bank that is a US swap dealer or MSP or a non-US person, regardless of whether the transaction is guaranteed by a US person.\textsuperscript{300}

For a non-US-registered swap dealer or MSP, the Category A requirements are applicable for transactions with a US person.\textsuperscript{301} Substituted compliance, however, is available for transactions for such a foreign branch with a foreign branch of a US Bank that is a US swap dealer or MSP or a non-US person if the transaction is guaranteed by a US person.\textsuperscript{302} The Category A transaction requirements do not apply if the transaction is entered into with a non-US person that is not guaranteed by a US person.\textsuperscript{303}

6. **Category B Requirements**

The Final Guidance clarifies that the Category B Transaction-Level Requirements for a US swap dealer or a US MSP (except for the foreign branch of a US Bank that is a registered US swap dealer or MSP) are applicable regardless of whether the counterparty is not a US person.\textsuperscript{304} In other words, there is no substituted compliance for Category B Transaction-Level Requirements regardless of where the transaction is executed.

For a foreign branch of a US Bank that is a US swap dealer or MSP, the Category B requirements are applicable for transactions with a US person.\textsuperscript{305} The Category B requirements otherwise do not apply.

7. **Non-Swap Dealers and Non-MSP**

The Final Guidance provides special rules for parties that are not a registered swap dealer or registered MSP, regardless if it is a US person or non-US person. This guidance applies to application of the clearing, trade execution, real-time public reporting, Large Trader Reporting, SDR Reporting and swap data recordkeeping (the “Appendix F Requirements”).\textsuperscript{306}
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A US person that is not a registered swap dealer or MSP must comply with the Appendix F Requirements.  

307 A non-US Person, that is guaranteed by a US person, must comply with the Appendix F Requirements with a US person but may apply substituted compliance for trades with a non-US person that is guaranteed by a US person (but compliance is not required for trades with a non-US person that is not guaranteed by a US person).  

308 A non-US person that is not a registered swap dealer or MSP, must comply with the Appendix F requirements for trades with a US person, but is not required to otherwise comply.  

8. Process of Determining Substituted Compliance  

The general rule is that the CFTC will enforce its regulations on an extraterritorial basis if a non-US person is required to register with the CFTC as either a swap dealer or a major swap participant or, in certain circumstances, such person is a non-US person but trades with a US person, or a non-US person that is guaranteed by a US person. However, the CFTC in the Final Guidance states that “[c]onsistent with CEA section 2(i) and comity principles, the Commission’s policy generally is that eligible entities may comply with a substituted compliance regime under certain circumstances, subject, however to . . . its examination authority and its enforcement authority.”  

310 This policy is referred to in the Final Guidance as “Substituted Compliance.”  

Under the Final Guidance, the CFTC will allow compliance with non-US rules (in place of compliance with the Entity-Level or Transaction-Level Requirements), if the CFTC determines that “such home jurisdiction’s requirements . . . are comparable with and as comprehensive as the corollary area(s) of regulatory obligations . . . .”  

311 In a significant break with the Proposed Guidance, the CFTC has agreed that instead of comparing substituted compliance on a rule-by-rule basis, it will instead rely upon an “outcomes-based report”:  

An outcomes-based approach . . . means that the Commission is likely to review the requirements of a foreign jurisdiction for rules that are comparable to and as comprehensive as the requirements of the Dodd-Frank Act, but it will not require that the foreign jurisdiction have identical requirements to those established under the Dodd-Frank Act.  

312 The CFTC, however, notes that it may still be required to compare the rules on a piecemeal basis because of foreign jurisdictions adopting their rules on an incremental basis.  

313 The Final Guidance sets out the general principles for evaluating a foreign jurisdiction’s regulations:  

In evaluating whether a particular category of foreign regulatory requirement(s) is comparable and comprehensive to the applicable requirement(s) under the CEA and Commission regulations, the Commission will take into consideration all relevant
factors, including but not limited to, the comprehensiveness of those requirement(s),
the scope and objectives of the relevant regulatory requirement(s), the comprehen-
siveness of the foreign regulator’s supervisory compliance program, as well as the
home jurisdiction’s authority to support and enforce its oversight of the registrant.314

The paragraph concludes again by noting that “comparable does not necessarily
mean identical.”315

The Final Guidelines provide that the determination of substituted compli-
ance will be made by the CFTC based upon a submission by an applicant.316
The applicant, among others, may be either a foreign regulator, a non-US
entity, a US bank that is a swap dealer or MSP with respect to its foreign
branches, or a trade association.317 Any analysis would be made in conjunction
with the regulators of the foreign jurisdiction for which substituted compliance
is requested.318 In making a determination of substituted compliance, it would
enter into a memorandum of understanding or similar agreement with such a
regulator.319

9. Reaction to the Final Guidance

Although the issuance of the Final Guidance is helpful, there is still seri-
ous concern about legal uncertainty and application of the US rules in cross-
border situations. Already several regulators and trade groups have called for
the CFTC to take a “less mechanical approach to determine whether to accept
foreign regulatory standards.”320 One commentator has still recently noted that
the “intensely global nature of derivatives trading can easily result in the appli-
cation of multiple and incompatible legal requirements across legal
systems.”321

ISDA, the principal trade group in the area, is strongly encouraging that
the CFTC and other regulators engage in an “inter-jurisdictional recognition of
derivatives regulation through a principles-based substituted compliance meth-
do-logy,”322 as well as raising other concerns.323 The Investment Company
Institute had similar concerns with the guidance offered by the SEC on secur-
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ity-based swaps and also encourages the SEC to act consistently with the CFTC.324

In specific jurisdictions, the mechanical implementation of the Final Guidance is also raising concerns. The United States’ efforts to grapple with substituted compliance with certain Asian jurisdictions is already raising issues.325 Similar concerns are echoed about harmonization with the E.U. under the Final Guidance.326

D. The Harmonization Challenge

Since the G20 announcement in 2009, there has been an enormous amount of emphasis among the G20 countries on their OTC derivative reform commitments to harmonize their regulations in order to avoid regulatory arbitrage. Unfortunately, however, there is no enforcement mechanism to require such harmonious actions.

1. Consultation

Scholars believe that regulators have strong incentives to coordinate financial regulation in global markets. Jonathan Macey, in his seminal article on explaining cross-border cooperation, notes the keys to situations where regulators can successfully battle cross-border regulatory arbitrage:

One of the conditions that leads to regulatory globalization is successful regulatory arbitrage. When it is possible for firms and industries easily to avoid the reach of domestic regulators, those regulators will have strong incentives to engage in “cartel-like” behavior, coordinating with regulators in the jurisdictions to which regulated entities are moving in order to retain even diluted influence over the activities of such entities.327

Given the global stakes in properly regulating OTC derivative markets, regulators have been particularly focused on consulting and harmonizing OTC derivative reforms.

There are several key efforts to facilitate discussion and consultation among national regulators. As discussed above, one of the key groups that is hosted by the BIS is the OTC Derivatives Working Group,328 which has been

327 Macey, supra note 119, at 1375.
328 The ODWG is led by representatives of CPSS, IOSCO, and the European Commission (“EC”). The SEC co-chairs the ODWG on behalf of IOSCO. The ODWG includes international standard setters and authorities responsible for transforming the G-20 commitments into standards and regulations. Jurisdictions include: Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, United Kingdom, and United States. The ODWG also includes representatives from the European Central Bank (“ECB”), Bank for International Settlements (“BIS”), International Monetary Fund (“IMF”), and FSB. The ODWG makes regular progress reports to the FSB, assessing the adequacy of progress being made to fully and consistently implement the
 actively monitoring the progress of the G20 jurisdictions toward passing OTC derivative reforms and produced the interim G20 progress reports discussed above. US regulators have also been willing participants in this group.329

The OTC Derivatives Regulators’ Forum, hosted by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, is another key consultation group.330 In an effort to promote additional harmonization among different jurisdictions, international regulators formed in 2009 the OTC Derivative Regulators’ Forum. The Forum is composed of regulators from thirteen different countries, the European Union, the Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems, and the International Organization of Securities Commissions.331

The Forum has set out the following objectives to increase global harmonization:

Provide mutual assistance among the regulators in carrying out their respective authorities and responsibilities with respect to OTC derivatives CCPs and trade repositories, and with respect to the broader roles and implications of these infrastructures in the financial system; Promote consistent public policy objectives and oversight approaches for OTC derivatives CCPs and trade repositories, including the development of international cooperative oversight arrangements that may be applied to individual systems; Adopt, promote, and implement consistent standards, such as the CPSS [Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems]-IOSCO Recommendations for Central Counterparties (RCCPs), in setting oversight and supervisory expectations; Coordinate the sharing of information routinely made available to regulators or to the public by OTC derivatives CCPs and trade repositories; Effectively deal with common issues collectively and consistently; [and] Encourage strong and open communication within the regulatory community and with the industry.332

It is unclear at the current time how much the forum’s meetings will serve to decrease the risk of regulatory arbitrage.

Both the United States and the FSB have been particularly active, working with the IOSCO and the CPSS (hosted by the BIS), to help harmonize and develop consistent and harmonious OTC derivative reform standards that can be adopted by different jurisdictions.333 Although these standard-setting organizations are important, it is still up to the actual jurisdictions to adopt these standards either in whole or in a piecemeal fashion.

As mentioned above, a particularly successful example of developing standards (but not necessarily having them enacted) is the Margin Requirements Paper jointly produced by the CBS and the IOSCO.334 The Margin Require-
ments Paper, however, has generated considerable attention and controversy. Similar to the Proposed Guidance, many industry participants have written comment letters. Since the comment period opened, the BIS has received 101 comment letters, of which approximately 37 were trade groups representing financial institutions and approximately fifty were from individual financial institutions.335

Regulators agree that it is important that the margin rules governing OTC derivatives need to be similar (if not identical) for cleared OTC derivatives as well as the traditional non-cleared transactions. In fact, margin and collateral standards are one of the top drivers for regulatory arbitrage. In a show of solidarity with IOSCO, Chairman Gensler noted that the draft document’s approach to margin standards “would lower the risk of financial entities, promote clearing and help avoid regulatory arbitrage.”336 Although there is no mechanism to ensure that the G20 jurisdictions adopt consistent margin requirements, the consultative paper is a start at cross-border cooperation on the issue.337

As discussed above, a key difficulty in these consultative approaches is convincing jurisdictions that they should adopt the particular approaches developed by these organizations:

IOSCO standards are not legally binding – so the organisation cannot force individual states to comply in full with its standards. But the body has set up an assessment and enforcement division, which is tasked with examining whether its standards have been applied. In extreme cases, it could expel a member country for not complying – although that would be a last resort.338

David Wright, the secretary general of IOSCO, noted “[i]t is unlikely we will see a single regulator with the legal power in every country in the world to enforce standards.”339 He continued, however, by stating that “no country wants to see its name last on a list of countries adopting high-quality practices. Our role is to encourage compliance as far as humanly possible.”340

Perhaps the best-recognized effort to harmonize international financial regulation involves the efforts to standardize bank capital requirements between banks. Commentators have noted that the efforts of CBS operating
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Imagine in ten years, we’ll have the best set of rules not just in a few countries, but all around the world . . . . If we can do this job of supporting high quality securities standards around the world, investors can have confidence they will be treated, wherever they trade. That’s a world we should aspire to.

Id.
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under the auspices of the BIS “is perhaps the most significant recent development in terms of substantive international supervision of banking—the formulation of uniform guidelines governing the measurement and enforcement of capital adequacy of banks.”341 The committee’s efforts have resulted in “a multilateral convergence of regulatory standards.”342

The costs of maintaining bank capital can directly affect bank profitability and thus can drive regulatory arbitrage. The US General Accounting Office noted that “[b]ecause holding capital is costly for banks, differences in regulatory capital requirements could influence costs, prices, and profitability for banks competing under different capital requirements.”343

One of the key forums for harmonizing bank capital regulation that is facilitated through the BIS is the CBS.344 Although the CBS enjoys enormous influence, it is only a forum and does not have the power to promulgate or enforce regulations.345 In this particular area, however, regulators from the different jurisdictions agreed to adopt the capital adequacy guidelines as they have been developed.346 Although the industry has run into trouble in refining, revising, and updating these standards, as witnessed by the proliferation of Basel I, II, and III, regulators have been able to achieve consistent standards across multiple jurisdictions in an important regulatory area.347

Unfortunately, although the G20 all committed themselves to meet the G20 commitments discussed above, they did not create a way to develop one single set of reforms or a way to bind themselves to all adopt the same standards. One commentator has noted that the “G20 has effectively commandeered the regulatory agenda since the financial crisis broke, but its mechanisms for executing the many commitments agreed are not clear either.”348

The G20 has most certainly lost an opportunity to create uniformity and conformity by permitting each country to draft its own rules and regulations. Instead of taking the approach to regulate capital adequacy through the various Basel accords, each country has instead promulgated its own rules and regulations, with the caveat that it will try to harmonize its regulation with that of other countries.
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2. Kinks in Harmonizing Regulation Across Jurisdictions

It remains to be seen how the harmonization efforts will unfold as the G20 countries attempt to put into place a completely new regulatory regime to regulate OTC derivatives. These difficulties emerge for many reasons based upon a jurisdiction’s expertise and experience with OTC derivatives and with the concerns and preferences of the participants who are organized or trade in that jurisdiction. There is also concern that jurisdictions, such as the United States, will insist on determining whether or not a jurisdiction’s regulatory structure is comparable to their own.

It was hard enough for the G20 to draft general guidelines that all countries could agree to in 2009 when they committed to reform OTC derivative regulation by 2012. It will prove even tougher however, to reduce these general principles and concepts to detailed and useful rules and regulations: “But after the broad concepts are written into law, then begins the rule making process by agencies in the US, or national securities regulators across Europe, to turn the concepts into practical realities.”

Guy Sears, director of wholesale at the U.K.’s Investment Management Association noted that,

“[i]t’s fantastic that our leaders want to do things . . . . There is a will to act, but at the moment there is more communication than co-ordination. The top guys in most countries are aware of the overlaps and underlaps between regulations, but for political and other reasons they can’t do anything about them.”

It is clear that all G20 countries would prefer regulatory regimes that do not incentivize participation based upon regulatory advantages. There can be difficulties, however, in reconciling particularly difficult issues. Edouard Vieillefond, managing director in the regulation policy and international affairs division at France’s Autorité des Marchés Financiers, said: “By far we would prefer a system based on equivalence and mutual recognition to avoid double or triple regulation. There will need to be changes on both sides.”

Mr. Vieillefond further said:

On 90 per cent of the rules we agree with the US. But if we don’t have the same list of derivatives for central clearing, the same rules for margining and capital including the same capital and collateral requirements for uncleared bilateral derivatives, it won’t be manageable. We need to converge.

Although heroic efforts are being made to harmonize regulations, there may be philosophical or ideological differences between competing jurisdictions that can result in inconsistent regulation. Commentators have already noted differences between Singapore and the United States and even with the
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European Union. Singapore, although not a G20 country, has been anxious to participate as well, already releasing its derivatives regulatory reforms. Commentators have noticed, however, that the reforms differ from Dodd-Frank in several respects. Commentators have also noted differences between the United States and the European Union. Analyzing and dealing with such differences can be time consuming and difficult, requiring great effort to compare jurisdictions. Even if the statutory reforms are similar, the real work involves turning these statutes into comprehensible and usable rules and regulations.

A key factor in creating these harmonious structures is a jurisdiction’s willingness to defer to another jurisdiction’s rules for activities being conducted there:
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356 Indeed, last week Singapore released its derivatives regulatory proposal, offering market participants the opportunity to consider further the scope of differences in worldwide regulatory approaches. Like the U.S. and E.U. regulatory regimes, Singapore’s proposal reveals a determination to implement requirements that reflect lessons learned from the financial crisis. At the same time, however, Singapore has sought to exercise great care to ensure that commerce is not disrupted where there is no systemic risk concern. On this latter priority, Singapore’s proposed approach differs from Dodd-Frank in several noteworthy ways:

1. Financial end users with small derivatives exposures are not subject to clearing requirements
2. Financial entities retain the freedom to transact in the venue they deem most efficient
3. Non-financial end users do not appear likely to be subject to margin requirements on non-cleared trades
4. Transactions are not required to be reported on a real-time basis.

Id.


359 In other global news, the European Union last week signaled what would be a notable departure from certain rules proposed by U.S. regulatory authorities. The European Securities and Markets Authority - the key financial rulemaking body in the E.U. - indicated that foreign exchange (FX) forwards would likely be subject to bilateral margin requirements. By contrast, the US Treasury Department (and the Monetary Authority of Singapore) proposed exempting FX forwards from the salient economic requirements of the Dodd-Frank Act. Such differences, when paired with uncertainties around the territorial reach of U.S. and E.U. law, raise important questions about which rules would apply to cross border transactions.
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European Commissioner Michel Barnier of the Internal Market and Services division has also called on [Chairman] Gensler and the CFTC to consider the impact of applying Dodd-Frank regulations to foreign markets.

“The U.S. has shown initiative in developing rules for the derivatives market,” Barnier said, IFR Asia reports. “I now call on U.S. authorities to show leadership in applying them fairly. [U.S. regulators] must be prepared to rely on equivalent rules in host countries.”

As discussed above, the United States is willing to defer to other jurisdictions for swap activity occurring outside its border if the rules are comparable. However, the United States is creating rules and regulations that allow the United States to dictate what they consider to be consistent and comparable with US regulation.

Small differences between competing jurisdictions’ rules can also make a difference. Given the size and volume of OTC derivative transactions, what appears to be comparable may turn out to be quite different. In assessing the effect of differences between jurisdictions with respect to certain rules, Jamie Dimon, the CEO of JPMorgan Chase noted:

“If JPMorgan overseas operates under different rules than our foreign competitors, we can no longer provide the best products and services to our U.S. clients or our foreign clients. . . . The rules at the transaction level about margin reporting, all those requirements may enable Deutsche Bank to make the better deal.”

3. Motivations for Differing Rules and Regulations

It may be difficult to harmonize the various OTC rules because different countries may have different motivations or reasons for their own particular versions of derivative reforms. These fundamental differences between jurisdictions have long been a part of the regulatory arbitrage that can go on in cross-border taxation and other regulatory arbitrage situations.

Understanding the rationales and reasons for disagreements over cross-border taxation rules between countries may be useful to understand why it may be difficult to harmonize OTC derivative regulation:

Rules vary because of: (1) different policy choices—the political consensus about tradeoffs may vary among societies with different values, traditions, and expectations; (2) different judgments about the impact of given rules—to the extent that all
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rule making requires decisions to be made without full knowledge of the potential impact, it is quite plausible for different decision-making groups (countries) to arrive at alternative determinations; (3) politics—here used in the sense that different political systems permit or facilitate different access to rulemakers and allow different forms of power and influence; (4) randomness; (5) path dependence; and (6) resources—a country could determine that an otherwise attractive rule is unrealistic due to administrative, resource, and technical skill constraints.\textsuperscript{364}

As the United States struggles to deal with G20 jurisdictions that are less anxious than others to enact harmonious regulation, it may need to deal with the fact that, like in the cross-border tax arena, the parties will need to agree to disagree on certain details and aspects of the final reforms.

Asian regulators have also noted, with respect to OTC derivative reforms, the importance of appreciating that different jurisdictions may have different policies and concerns in enacting specific regulations: “Moreover, just as the CFTC has proposed requirements that are tailored to the US market, there is also a need for other regulators to cater for special characteristics of their local markets.”\textsuperscript{365}

For example, many countries may appreciate the need to strengthen OTC derivative regulation, but do not see the need for the heavier aspects of Dodd-Frank. For example, jurisdictions such as Canada and Australia did not suffer the same level of financial panic that occurred during the Great Financial Crisis and believe that they are already prudently managing their jurisdictions’ premier financial institutions. Other countries may only have limited OTC derivative trading and see no reason to create a regulatory infrastructure that they believe is well beyond their jurisdiction’s needs.

4. “Reverse” Extraterritorial Jurisdiction

As discussed above, even many friendly G20 jurisdictions appear to have lost their patience with the United States’ unwillingness to compromise and their extraterritorial approach to regulating non-US institutions. The concern is whether this discontentment will eventually stymie cooperation and harmony with respect to regulation.

If the differences between the United States’ and other G20 jurisdictions’ reforms become intractable, the US swap dealers and other US persons may find themselves the subject of regulatory retaliation by foreign jurisdictions. “Chris Allen, managing director at Barclays Capital, warned that a broad application could lead to overlapping or even conflicting regulation from foreign regulators, who could be tempted to retaliate against broad U.S. rules, by applying their own rules in a far reaching way.”\textsuperscript{366} The end result could be “reciproc-


\textsuperscript{365} Foreign Regulators’ Letter, \textit{supra} note 133, at 4. Specifically, the regulators noted that “in the case of Hong Kong, Australia and Singapore, we are studying whether local market liquidity can justify implementation of mandatory trading of OTC derivatives products on exchanges or electronic trading platforms, and the form of trading venue which will best suit the purpose of improving pre-trade price transparency.” \textit{Id}.

cal foreign regulatory oversight in U.S. markets” with much confusion and little cooperation. This could result in US institutions such as JPMorgan Chase and Citibank having to comply with G20 rules (inconsistent with Dodd-Frank) in the United States because of their swap activities in these G20 jurisdictions. This possibility was probably never seriously contemplated when US policymakers were drafting Dodd-Frank and the CFTC was drafting rules.

E. Trading Outside of the US

The possibility that swap participants will pull back from US markets because of regulatory arbitrage concerns is already becoming a reality:

Banks in Asia are already pulling back on trading derivatives with their U.S. counterparts over fears of being sucked into new rules, the chief of the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, or ISDA, said Thursday.

“We have heard there is some pullback,” Robert Pickle, Chief Executive of ISDA said in an interview in Sydney. “It is an indication that people are thinking of who they are dealing with and it’s driven not by who they want to do business with or credit worthiness; it’s driven by regulatory concerns,” he said.

More troubling is the recent decisions of DBS Group Holdings, a large Singaporean bank and swap dealer, and Nordea Bank, a large Swedish bank, to not “register with U.S. regulators to trade complex derivatives with U.S.-based financial companies. . . .” DBS complained that it “doesn’t see the ‘immediate commercial benefits’ of making the investment necessary to comply with the strengthened U.S. rules . . . .” Other banks are considering similar actions, “[b]ut some mid-sized non-U.S. banks have told their brokers to stop doing trades with U.S. firms, in the hope of avoiding the $8 billion threshold and the burden of becoming a U.S.-regulated dealer.”

As the registration date approaches requiring foreign banks to register as swap dealers in the United States, numerous foreign banks have balked at the requirement. Prior to the CFTC granting a limited temporary waiver with respect to the registration requirement for foreign banks, “many foreign banks stopped trading swaps both with their [US] headquarters and with their overseas units” to avoid the swap dealer registration requirement.

Similar to the approach adopted by the United States with respect to activity in G20 countries, the United States and G20 also seem to be betting that a swap dealer of the necessary size, talents, and connections will not emerge that is not subject to US or other G20 derivative regulation. Given the proper incentives, however, it is hard to imagine a creative investment banker not being able to put together such an entity, creating a situation of regulatory arbitrage where
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a financial institution can trade completely outside of the proposed reforms in the United States and the other G20 countries.

One issue with regulatory arbitrage is that it is often difficult to locate a party, such as a swap dealer, in a nonconforming jurisdiction that provides the same infrastructure, sophistication, capabilities, and personnel as in a higher-regulated conforming jurisdiction. However, unlike other analogous situations involving regulatory arbitrage, parties will have no difficulty trading in nonconforming markets due to the unique nature of bilateral OTC derivatives markets.

One puzzling aspect of this issue is that in spite of all of the regulatory preparations going on in the United States and G20 jurisdictions, global OTC derivative trading done through bilateral agreements continues unabated. As measured by the notional amount, the BIS estimates that the volume of OTC derivatives was $32 billion higher in December of 2012 than it was in December of 2010. Many customers, in fact, continued to drag their feet to prepare for the reforms as the G20 countries attempt to put in place an arguably new, transparent, and improved regulatory environment and trading infrastructure. All of this suggests that parties appear to be unimpressed with the purported gains from a new regulatory environment and appear content to continue trading on a bilateral basis.

Since the early 1980s, global financial markets that trade OTC derivative markets have existed across the globe. There currently already exist financial institutions that have the capability to make markets and trade OTC derivatives in almost every region. Each of these institutions have trading floors, personnel, and the sophistication to continue trading in the same way that they have done since the market began. In analogous scenarios involving regulatory arbitrage, many nonconforming jurisdictions often have to build infrastructure to support demand caused by changes in regulation. With respect to OTC derivative reform, this infrastructure is essentially already in place.

1. Non-US/G20 Jurisdictions

It is certainly possible to find sophisticated financial institutions that already trade OTC derivatives in jurisdictions outside of the G20. The jurisdictions of organization of the 200 primary members of the ISDA are illustrative of the global reach of the market. Primary members of the ISDA represent the largest and most sophisticated financial institutions that actively participate in the ISDA and typically would either be a swap dealer or would generally be active on both sides of a market.

Although there are twenty-two US members and ninety-three E.U. primary members of the ISDA, there are a number of primary members organized in a jurisdiction other than the United States or the European Union. This diver-

376 Primary members are large financial institutions that typically either act as a dealer or are very active traders in the market. For a list of primary members, see ISDA Members: Primary, ISDA, http://www2.isda.org/membership/members-list/primary/ (last visited Feb. 25, 2014).
sity includes six in Australia, three in Brazil, seven in Canada, eight in China, five in India, five in Israel, twelve in Japan, one in Kazakhstan, four in Malaysia, one in Namibia, one in Nigeria, one in Pakistan, four in Russia, two in Singapore, ten in South Africa, nine in South Korea, nine in Switzerland, two in Taiwan, and one in the United Arab Emirates. Without taking into account the US and E.U. countries, there are primary members in twenty-one countries (with a total of ninety-two members). Of those twenty-one countries, eleven are not in the G20 (with a total of twenty-eight non-G20 primary members). All of these twenty-one countries (in addition to the E.U. countries) will need to adopt OTC derivative regulations comparable with the United States if regulatory arbitrage is to be avoided.

One tool that the CFTC has to combat the formation of such dealers in an unregulated jurisdiction is Section 715 of Dodd-Frank. The Section provides the CFTC with teeth in punishing foreign swap markets if “the regulation of swaps . . . markets in a foreign country undermines the stability of the United States financial system . . . .” In such a situation, the CFTC “may prohibit an entity domiciled in the foreign country from participating in the United States in any swap . . . .” The net effect is that if the CFTC believes that a foreign market has not enacted sufficient reforms or rules such that it creates instability in the United States, it can prohibit the participants from such markets from trading in the United States. This may discourage a jurisdiction from permitting the formation of such entities.

2. Building Non-US/G20 Dealers

One concern is that, even if a less-regulated jurisdiction can be identified as a possible trading jurisdiction, would a swap dealer in such a jurisdiction have sufficient capital or expertise to be a credible alternative to those global swap dealers organized in G20 countries (and thus subject to higher regulation)? Historically, the industry has already worked through an analogous situation when it created credit-worthy entities to deal with a perceived worsening of creditworthiness among the major dealers themselves in order to continue trading with risk-averse customers.

In an effort to generate additional business in the 1990s under these conditions, several dealers formed what is commonly referred to as AAA trading entities, going by such names as Swapco, Lehman Brothers Derivative Products, and Goldman Sachs Mitsui Marine. These entities were all highly rated
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due to their amount of capital, structure, and their being typically bankruptcy remote.\footnote{Bennett, supra note 382, at 58, 63.} It is possible that a group of investors could create and capitalize a “AAA” rated swap dealer entity in a less-regulated jurisdiction in order to capture business with entities trying to avoid the new OTC derivative reforms.

In our world of modern technology and mobility, it should be straightforward to create such a swap dealer. As trading floors proliferate across the globe, it should be possible to recruit experienced and savvy personnel to trade, manage, and run a trading floor and derivative book. Journeymen derivative salesmen with rolodexes full of anxious customers could be recruited to create a critical mass to make such a book of business possible. Although there would clearly be regulatory and practical barriers to implementing such a strategy, there may be sufficient profit potential in continuing to trade outside of the proposed regulatory reforms that such a possibility could become a reality.

3. The Transparency and Success Paradox

The very success of the Dodd-Frank and G20 reforms may actually facilitate regulatory arbitrage. A key goal of the OTC derivatives is to increase transparency in the market, particularly for pricing. As more OTC derivatives are exchange traded, public pricing becomes readily and easily available, potentially available to those that do not avail themselves of US markets and that instead trade in less-liquid and less-regulated jurisdictions.

A key disadvantage to the current market (and arguably a continued disadvantage to less-regulated jurisdictions) is limited pricing transparency.\footnote{See supra Part II.D (discussion of the value of transparency).} This lack of transparency in the less-regulated jurisdictions should actually then encourage a party to trade in the United States and G20 as the markets become more transparent. The paradox, however, is that because this pricing transparency in the US and G20 markets is public, it will make pricing in other less-regulated markets transparent as well.

A party not subject to Dodd-Frank or G20 rules will immediately be able to determine if the pricing quoted to it in the less-regulated jurisdiction is fair because the pricing in the regulated markets will become more transparent.\footnote{See supra Part II.D.} Paradoxically, as pricing becomes more transparent in US and G20 markets, parties trading in less-regulated jurisdictions will become more confident as they are able to compare their pricing (in bilateral trading) against publicly available information in higher-regulated jurisdictions.

4. The Credit Worthiness Conundrum

The recent spate of increased clearing of OTC derivatives highlights a peculiar problem for conforming jurisdictions that require OTC derivatives to be cleared through clearinghouses. Making these G20 jurisdictions safer may in some limited ways make them riskier.

\footnote{In Swaption World, It Has to Be AAA, CII. TIB., Feb. 21, 1994, at C1; Michael Peltz, Wall Street’s Triple-A for Effort, INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR, May 1993, at 89; participants are demanding collateral upon downgrade of their counterparty.}
As swap dealers such as Morgan Stanley faced credit rating downgrades, concerned counterparties attempted to move much of their trading with these dealers to clearinghouses in order to minimize their credit risk: “I would say that the majority of customer clearing has not been because of Dodd-Frank but because of counterparty credit concerns,” said one person with knowledge of the move but who was not authorised to speak on behalf of participants. In other words, a key motivator for moving to an OTC derivative cleared environment was to shift the credit risk away from the bilateral trading relationship and into a safer clearinghouse. Further downgrading of the dealer community would arguably accelerate that trend. Counterparties would thus lay off their own credit risk by trading with downgraded dealers by only clearing such trades through clearinghouses.

Such an analysis suggests a strong motivation for a non-US person (not registered with CFTC) to trade with US persons in a clearinghouse environment when trading with less credit worthy dealers. The non-US person would then trade with more credit-worthy dealers in less or non-regulated jurisdictions not subject to the same Dodd-Frank/G20 regulation. The end result, oddly enough, would introduce risk in to the regulated jurisdictions and move trades with more credit worthy entities into less-regulated jurisdictions.

5. A Different form of Regulatory Arbitrage: The “Futurization” of the Swaps Market

In an extraordinary transformation, a different form of regulatory arbitrage has sprung up to deal with “jurisdictional” regulatory arbitrage issues caused by Dodd-Frank. As opposed to the regulatory arbitrage discussed in this paper where parties move to different jurisdictions to do the same transactions, parties are now either recasting their OTC derivatives as futures or simply replacing their hedging transactions with exchange-traded futures instead of OTC derivatives. This type of regulatory arbitrage “exploits the gap between the economic substance of a transaction and its legal or regulatory treatment, taking advantage of the legal system’s intrinsically limited ability to attach formal labels that track the economics of transactions with sufficient precision.”
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As participants deal with the uncertainty and costs of trading OTC derivatives under Dodd-Frank, this appears to be driving them away from the OTC derivatives market and into the exchange traded futures market. Commentators have noted that a “big concern for the swaps industry is that final SeF rules may be too strict and impose higher costs on users of OTC products, only encouraging greater use of futures.”

In an effort to avoid being treated as a swaps dealer under Dodd-Frank or to avoid other concerns with Dodd-Frank, parties are turning to the exchange-traded futures market. CFTC Commissioner Scott O’Malia noted the following:

This may have come as a surprise to some, but not to those who trade in these markets. Given the inconsistency in the Commission’s interpretation of its own rules, the lack of regulatory certainty and the increased cost of compliance with the Commission swaps regulations, including the complicated and controversial swap dealer definition rules, swap customers have turned to futures markets for regulatory certainty.

The calculus is not whether futures are better or a safer alternative to OTC derivatives, but rather whether they avoid Dodd Frank.

Already there is evidence in the OTC energy derivatives market that participants are trading in different ways through the futures market to avoid Dodd-Frank. For example, “[l]ast month, IntercontinentalExchange (ICE) converted its cleared energy swaps to futures, partly to help companies such as commodities trading houses to avoid the cost of designation as swap dealers.”

The CME has also been aggressive in helping participants avoid being characterized as swap dealers: “CME Group, the largest US derivatives exchange, started allowing more OTC swaps to be executed as so-called ‘block’ futures trades, which ‘will not be subject to swaps regulation,’ it said in a notice.”

In spite of whatever arguments parties may make that this may not necessarily be a bad thing, market participants note that the key driver is the regulatory burdens being placed on OTC derivatives: “‘Certainly I don’t think we’d be here talking about swap futures if it weren’t for Dodd-Frank regulation,’ said Michael Riddle, chief operating officer at Eris Exchange. ‘That’s kind of the key driver here.’”

Another market participant has noted the same rationale:

---
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“I think that’s going to be either an accelerator for swap futures or it may slow down, depending on which way it goes,” Vedbrat [managing director and co-head of electronic trading and market structure at BlackRock] said. “You know, if we see something very prescriptive like we always have to quote to five dealers I think that the swaps futures market will take off much faster.”

A key tradeoff in this futurization of swaps is that parties lose the advantages of customized or bespoke trades; the ability to tailor a hedge to a particular risk: “This migration raises the prospect that once interest rates or energy prices change rapidly, many investors may be caught out by relying on a future rather than a customised swap that better matches their portfolio’s risk.” In some ways, the inability to customize their hedge may actually increase the risk of a transaction, even if it is cleared.

It is also unclear if regulators have thought through whether any surge in trading “futures” on swaps to replace OTC derivatives may pose any unintended consequences. One issue may be concerned with volumes, increased concentrations with clearinghouses, or significantly greater cash flows being run through clearinghouses.

IV. Recommendations

As explained above, the US approach to containing regulatory arbitrage is principally first to harmonize US regulation with competing jurisdictions, and, second, through the use of brute force of extraterritorial jurisdiction. The recommendations below attempt to provide suggestions for ways to minimize regulatory arbitrage and maximize the cooperation of competing jurisdictions with the United States.

A. Balancing Safety Against Regulatory Arbitrage

US policymakers and regulators are aware that regulatory arbitrage could inadvertently trigger financial instability in the United States if swap activity moves to unregulated jurisdictions to escape the costs of Dodd-Frank regulation. Although much of the regulatory arbitrage may be to G20 jurisdictions where regulation is comparable, it may move to darker unregulated jurisdictions as well. The United States may want to consider accepting a lower level of regulation in order to minimize regulatory arbitrage.

There would appear to be a tradeoff between the level of regulation and the likelihood of regulatory arbitrage. In other words, if one could measure the level of regulation on a continuum, first, at what point of increasing regulation do non-US persons in the US market move to other less- (or non-) regulated jurisdictions? And, second, at what point of increasing regulation do US persons attempt to structure their swap activities away from the United States? Arguably, if the United States were to lessen the US level of regulation of OTC derivative markets, that should decrease the amount of regulatory arbitrage, minimizing the possibility that the risks will simply be transferred to unregulated jurisdictions.
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The “Regulatory Arbitrage Frontier” Figure below (see Figure 1) attempts to illustrate the relationship between increasing regulation (with a corresponding increase in burdens and costs) and increased regulatory arbitrage (i.e., parties shifting their trading to less-regulated markets). The Y-axis in the table provides a measurement between zero regulation and infinite regulation (i.e., a total ban in a jurisdiction on OTC derivative trading). For purposes of this discussion, assume that US markets are regulated at a higher level than G20 jurisdictions. The X-axis in the table provides a measurement of increasing regulatory arbitrage (i.e., the amount of swap activity that will occur outside of a jurisdiction because of increasing regulation).

Figure 1 further assumes that functioning OTC derivative markets will be developed outside of G20 jurisdictions, assuming that the burdens of trading at a particular level of regulation exceeds any benefit from trading in the regulated market.

For example, at the “0, 0” coordinate, there is no regulation. Accordingly, if there was zero regulation, there would be no motivation for regulatory arbitrage, and therefore regulatory arbitrage would be zero. As regulation increases, it is assumed that parties would respond by moving swap trading activity outside of regulated markets (if legal, practical, or possible). Conversely, if increasing regulation made swap activity trading less beneficial, eventually all
swap trading would be done outside of US regulation. This relationship is illustrated by the diagonal line labeled the “Regulatory Arbitrage Frontier.”

The “Regulatory Arbitrage Frontier” first illustrates that regulatory arbitrage will begin immediately (albeit at a de minimis level). Policymakers should be aware that anytime the burdens of regulation at a particular point exceed the benefits of the trade at the particular point, regulatory arbitrage will occur unless a jurisdiction can exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over that trading activity.

Second, because we are assuming that US regulation is greater than G20 Regulation, for purposes of this figure, the “Regulatory Arbitrage Frontier” demonstrates that once the United States increases its regulation above the G20 level of regulation, regulatory arbitrage will cause trading activity to move from the United States to a G20 jurisdiction or to a less-regulated jurisdiction. The only way for the United States to decrease that regulatory arbitrage is either through extraterritorial enforcement by the CFTC or by decreasing the level of US regulation until the US regulation is equal to the G20 Regulation.

Any gap along the “Regulatory Arbitrage Frontier” will result in regulatory arbitrage occurring between the higher regulated jurisdiction and the lower regulated jurisdiction. The only solution for the United States to decrease the amount of regulatory arbitrage that is leaking into G20 jurisdictions is to close the gap between the two levels of regulation.

As the United States struggles to deal with potential regulatory arbitrage, the question becomes: at what point does increasing the level of US regulation lead to an unacceptable amount of regulatory arbitrage? The United States appears to believe that it has already determined the appropriate amount of regulation and is trying to deal with potential regulatory arbitrage through the force of extraterritorial regulation. However, if either non-US or US participants are able, through the help of clever investment bankers, to move significant swap activity out of the United States or G20 jurisdictions, the end result may be significant swap activity in unregulated markets that may present possible systemic financial risks to the United States in the future.

There is also the possibility, however, that the United States will not have to engage in this calculus, betting that the US race to the top will create a trading environment so robust, safe, transparent, efficient, and profitable that regulatory arbitrage will not rear its ugly head. Instead of fleeing US markets, participants will flock to the United States to trade.397

B. Balancing Appropriate Regulation with Inter-Jurisdictional Harmony

As the United States pursues its rule-making activity to implement Dodd-Frank, it is consulting and meeting with the G20 and other jurisdictions to promulgate US rules and regulations that are comparable or “harmonious” with these competing jurisdictions. To avoid regulatory arbitrage between the various jurisdictions, however, either the United States or the competing jurisdictions must be willing to compromise in order to eliminate the differences in regulation.
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Foreign regulators have lectured the United States that there is more to meeting the G20 commitments than simply enacting legislation:

But as has been continuously stressed by G20 leaders since 2009, domestic legislation alone does not fulfil the political aim that was agreed in Pittsburgh and reaffirmed in Toronto in 2010. Regulation across the G20 needs to be carefully implemented in a harmonised way that does not risk fragmenting vital global financial markets.398

They continue by urging the United States “to take the time to ensure that US rulemaking works not just domestically but also globally.”399 Asian regulators have also urged restraint in rushing to implement regulations: “Consideration should also be given to deferring the application of the relevant requirements until there is international consensus on how such cross-border transactions should be regulated.”400

This relationship between the appropriate level of regulation between competing jurisdictions can be illustrated by the “Compromise Frontier” in Figure 2. Figure 2 assumes that the US regulation will be at a higher level than G20 regulation. Figure 2 illustrates how either the level of US regulation must be lowered to the level of G20 regulation or the level of G20 regulation must increase if regulatory arbitrage is going to be minimized. The Y-axis is the Level of Regulation and the X-axis is intended to show how the parties will need to compromise in order to close the gap or differences between US regulation and G20 regulation. As long as the US and G20 jurisdictions are unwilling to compromise over the rules, there will exist a difference in regulation which could result in regulatory arbitrage as participants attempt to move away from the United States to a jurisdiction with lower regulation. The diagonal line between the two levels of regulation is the “Compromise Frontier” and represents how either the United States or G20 (or both) must change their level of regulation if the gap that will trigger regulatory arbitrage can be avoided. As parties move along the “Compromise Frontier,” eventually the parties will reach a point of compromise about the amount of regulation that is appropriate.

C. More Liberal Approach to Substituted Compliance

There is evidence that foreign governments are becoming much less tolerant of the United States’ continued position that foreign regulation must be highly comparable to that of the United States. As explained above, the Final Guidance suggests that the CFTC, on a unilateral basis, will review the individual regulatory requirements of foreign jurisdiction to determine if the regulations are comparable. Although the Final Regulation provides that the review for comparability will “in most cases, involve consultation with the regulators in each jurisdiction for which a substituted compliance application has been submitted,” there is ultimately no requirement on the CFTC to respect or accept a regulator’s position on an issue.401
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In an extraordinary public letter to Chairman Gensler of the CFTC dated October 12, 2012, from the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the U.K., the Commissioner for Internal Markets at the European Commission, the Minister of State for Financial Services of Japan and the Minister of Finance for the Government of France, the regulators expressed their concerns:

We of course recognise and understand the need for US and other regulators to satisfy themselves on the adequacy of regulation in other jurisdictions. But we would urge you before finalising any rules, or enforcing any deadlines, to take the time to ensure that US rulemaking works not just domestically but also globally. We should collectively adopt cross border rules consistent with the principle that equivalence or substituted compliance with respect to partner jurisdictions, and consequential reliance on the regulation and supervision within those jurisdictions, should be used as far as possible to avoid fragmentation of global markets. Specifically, this principle needs to be enshrined in CFTC cross border rules, so that all US persons wherever they are located can transact with non-US entities using a proportionate substituted compliance regime.  

Commenters have further noted that foreign regulators in general are becoming increasingly impatient with the CFTC’s insistence on determining comparability to CFTC rules.

This is an understated letter to the CFTC saying that the CFTC’s cross-border rules do not work, and that they should not be adopted until harmonized with the rules of non-U.S. regulators and that the CFTC’s final rules must recognize that non-U.S. firms should be deemed to have complied with any U.S. rules by virtue of compliance with home-country rules. In earlier letters, the non-U.S. regulators had sounded a harsher tone, albeit with the same message: the CFTC needs to back off on regulation of non-U.S. swaps dealers.
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Such direct public lobbying by foreign regulators may hopefully temper the CFTC’s enthusiasm for enforcing its own standards through extraterritorial jurisdiction. The CFTC will need to recognize sooner, rather than later, that other G20 jurisdictions are not going to tolerate the United States holding foreign G20 banks to higher standards of regulatory form than these jurisdictions recognize as necessary.

D. Reaching Out to Non-G20 Jurisdictions

The most serious long-term concern of regulatory arbitrage is that swap dealers will spring up in non-G20 jurisdictions that have not enacted OTC derivative reforms. For such jurisdictions, providing a forum for unregulated OTC derivative trading will be similar to the function that tax havens provide offshore companies with a tax-free business environment. The United States and G20 countries should aggressively court these jurisdictions and encourage them to enact rules and regulations that would meet the US standard of “substitute compliance.”

The main question of such a scenario is where such trading would arise. Singapore, for example, would certainly have the sophisticated financial environment and capabilities to provide such a non-US/G20 trading environment. Fortunately, Singapore does not appear to be even remotely interested in becoming a rogue state that offers non-US persons opportunity to trade free of OTC derivative reforms. In fact, Singapore is well ahead of most jurisdictions in offering OTC derivative regulatory reforms. Singapore is also well ahead of most jurisdictions in attempting to provide a way to clear OTC derivatives over the past decade, well before G20 countries were even considering such a requirement. Ironically, however, a large Singaporean swap dealer has recently announced that it will not trade in the United States due to the high Dodd-Frank regulatory costs.

As explained above, however, it is not necessary to find a sophisticated non-G20 jurisdiction such as Singapore to host unregulated OTC derivative trading. Because the necessary capital, personnel, and technology can easily be imported into such a jurisdiction, it would be relatively easy for a non-US person, interested primarily in avoiding US and G20 regulation, to set up shop and
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provide a means to trade OTC derivatives outside of the G20. To arrest such activities, the US and G20 jurisdictions need to work with non-G20 jurisdictions to enact similar derivative reforms.

E. Critique of CFTC Final Guidance

As mentioned above, the guidance issued by the CFTC has provided an avalanche of comment letters, suggesting a variety of substantive and more technical changes that deal with how the CFTC should exercise its extraterritorial jurisdiction. A review of the guidance and the numerous comments criticizing it, suggest a number of key changes that will help reduce regulatory arbitrage and eliminate much of the uncertainty and confusion in the Proposed Interpretive Guidance. The comments below only address a few of the more salient critiques provided and do not discuss the numerous more technical changes that market participants believe should be made as well.

1. Permit “Substituted Compliance” for Non-US Persons in all Situations

One key concern with the concept of substituted compliance is that it does not deal with the most common situation of a US swap dealer entering into a swap with a non-US person with respect to Transaction-Level Requirements (except with respect to the foreign branch of a US Bank that is a swap dealer or MSP). The final guidance generally does not permit substituted compliance to apply in this particular situation, regardless if such non-US person is otherwise subject to comparable regulation in another jurisdiction. In other words, there will always be the possibility of duplicative and inconsistent non-US regulation applied to the non-US person in trading with a US person.

If the United States is concerned about the financial stability of the non-US person, it does not make any sense to allow “substituted compliance” in some situations and not in others. For example, why is it acceptable or safe to allow a non-US person to use substituted compliance with a non-US person but not with a US person. If the non-US person, when it complies with substituted compliance with a non-US person, is not a risk to the United States, why would it put the United States at risk to trade with a US person using substituted compliance?
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compliance. Provided that the rules and regulations are comparable, substituted compliance should be permitted for a non-US person in all circumstances, regardless as to whether a US person is involved.

2. Making Determinations on an Individual Requirement Basis Rather than the Foreign Regulatory Regime as a Whole

One concern in numerous comment letters was that the Proposed Interpretive Guidance provides that a determination of whether a jurisdiction’s rules meet the “substituted compliance” test should be done on an individual requirement basis. In an important compromise, the CFTC has agreed to an “outcomes-based approach”, as discussed above, but this determination will still be done by individually analyzing thirteen different categories of regulatory obligations. In other words, although the regulations do not need to be identical and the CFTC will look to whether such regulation achieves the same goals as the CFTC regulations, there is no authority for the CFTC to consider the foreign regulatory structure as a whole.

For example, if done on an individual requirement basis, the CFTC must question whether a competing jurisdiction’s mandatory exchange-trading requirement is comparable with that of the United States. As long as the non-US person’s jurisdiction has a mandatory exchange-trading requirement that is comparable, this becomes a straightforward determination. It becomes more complicated, however, if a jurisdiction has made a decision that mandatory exchange trading is not required in that particular jurisdiction.

A straightforward reading of the Final Guidance would suggest that the non-US person, if it were a registered swap dealer under Dodd-Frank, would still be required to comply with the mandatory exchange-trading rule, even though its home jurisdiction finds it unnecessary or problematic in that jurisdiction. In other words, the CFTC is only willing to grant comity on a requirement-by-requirement basis to a foreign jurisdiction, as opposed to recognizing the safety and soundness of a foreign jurisdiction’s regulatory regime, considered as a whole.

This is in contrast to a test (not permitted under the Proposed Interpretive Guidance) in which the CFTC were to make a determination as to whether the entire jurisdiction’s regulatory structure or requirements, considered as a whole, is comparable to Dodd-Frank. For example, if a jurisdiction’s requirements, considered as a whole, were comparable to Dodd-Frank, a non-US swap dealer would not be required to comply with individual Dodd-Frank requirements (such as mandatory exchange trading) that were not found in that jurisdiction’s rules.

As explained above, jurisdictions have many rationales for agreeing, or not agreeing, with another jurisdiction’s regulations, refusing to adopt those
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that it finds counterproductive or even injurious to that particular jurisdiction. A thoughtful set of regulatory reforms enacted by one jurisdiction may be just as safe and effective at eliminating risks as another jurisdiction’s, albeit that the individual components of the regulation may differ. If the CFTC considers the absence of one particular reform to be so critical to the safety and soundness of a jurisdiction, it can find that the jurisdiction’s entire regulations, taken as whole, are not comparable to the United States and need not permit substituted compliance. Otherwise, insisting on comparable regulation with every element of Dodd-Frank regulation, even though such a jurisdiction provides a safe regulatory environment, would seem unnecessary and perhaps contemptuous or disdainful of another jurisdiction’s regulatory decision-making process.

3. Divergent Versus Comparable Rules and Regulations

A sister concern of the above issue is that, when comparing individual regulatory requirements, the CFTC rules only provide for comity and substituted compliance when there is a comparable rule. The rules do not provide for how to deal with situations in which other jurisdictions have made decisions not to impose a particular requirement. For example, if a competing jurisdiction did not have a mandatory exchange-trading requirement, then substituted compliance would not be possible and the non-US person would be required to conform to the Dodd-Frank rule. In other words, there is no mechanism in the Proposed Interpretive Guidance to allow the CFTC to exempt compliance from a particular rule because a competing jurisdiction does not provide such a requirement.

The CFTC should consider providing guidance as to when such an exemption from a requirement for a non-US person, based on the absence of such a rule in a competing jurisdiction, is permissible. Such guidance might consist of requiring the CFTC to consider why that particular requirement is absent or if there are compensating requirements that make up for its absence.

CONCLUSION

The effort to reform the OTC derivative markets by the United States and G20 jurisdictions may constitute one of the most aggressive regulatory reform efforts ever attempted for a global capital market. These new rules and regulations will cause industry participants to completely redesign their business practices and processes, all done in an effort to make US markets safe from systemic failures caused by OTC derivative losses. This regulatory effort, as evidenced by the thousands of pages of new statues and regulations promulgated by Congress and the CFTC to carry out Dodd-Frank, will serve as a case study for the “do’s and don’ts” of regulatory reforms for future decades.

The regulatory effort is complicated by the size, global reach, and complexity of the OTC derivative market, and has resulted in great uncertainty with respect to how OTC derivative markets will operate and appear in the coming
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years. As capital flows almost seamlessly around the world, policymakers and regulators are concerned that the different degrees of regulation that may emerge from this global regulatory reform effort may result in regulatory arbitrage as participants may attempt to trade in less-regulated markets. In contrast, US regulators hope that the reforms will result in more stable, transparent, and efficient markets, enticing existing and new participants to continue trading in the US. The uncertainty, costs, and heavy regulation that has come out of these reform efforts, however, may prove to be a strong motivator for parties to find the most regulatory friendly trading environment.

The United States and the other G20 countries have tried to deal with the risk of regulatory arbitrage in several different ways. The United States appears convinced that making global OTC derivative dealers comply with either Dodd-Frank or comparable G20 regulations as a ticket to trading in the US market will prevent OTC derivative dealers from trading in unregulated jurisdictions. Technocrats from the various G20 countries are also working tirelessly to harmonize the different regulatory regimes in such a way that they are each consistent and comparable with each other, again reducing the motivation for participants to search out lightly regulated environments.

The CFTC has recently issued final proposed guidance describing how it will impose Dodd-Frank requirements on the non-US derivative activities for both US and non-US persons. Although complicated and long, this guidance at least serves as a starting point for negotiations with other jurisdictions over the extraterritorial reach of the CFTC and Dodd-Frank. The concern, of course, is that clever investment bankers will eagerly develop new programs, structures, and entities to exploit the inconsistencies that will inevitably develop as these OTC derivative reforms are put into law in competing jurisdictions.

Reforming global capital markets is never simple, especially one as nimble and fast moving as OTC derivatives. Already beginning, it is inevitable that regulatory arbitrage will occur as firms attempt to avoid Dodd-Frank regulation and escape to less-regulated jurisdictions. As the United States attempts to limit regulatory arbitrage opportunities, it must at a minimum close the regulatory gap between the United States and the other G20 jurisdictions. Although the CFTC has been given extraterritorial jurisdiction powers by the US Congress, it must judiciously use them to avoid infuriating foreign jurisdictions and driving OTC derivative trading even further into unregulated environments.